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By JOHN GREEN
North Saanich council will hold a special meeting at 2:30 p.m. 
Thursday at which two bylaws to reverse the zoning allowing Bob 
Wright’s marina development on Blue Heron Basin will be re­
introduced.
Council had voted at a special meeting Dec. 9 to have the two 
bylaws prepared, but at another special meeting Dec. 16 decided the 
Dec. 9 meeting was improperly called.
The bylaws were on the agenda at the regular meeting Monday, but 
in the meantime Wright had obtained a court order requiring the 
rnunicipality issue building permits for his project, and the permits 
were issued Friday.
It was agreed there would be no discussion of the subject until 
council receives advice from its lawyer at the Thursday special 
meeting.
There was a debate as to whether the minutes of the Dec. 9 meeting
should be adopted, with Aid. Alan Cornford arguing that since the 
meeting was improper there could not be any minutes.
It was decided to leave the matter until minutes of the Dec. 16 
meeting were available. In other council news:
•Aid. Eric Sherwood reported he and SANSCHA secretary Dick 
Leigh would meet with Norman Wright and Gerry Edwards of the 
committee which is attempting to have Royal Trust replaced as trustee 
for the North Saanich Memorial Park property.
Council received a copy of a letter in which the committee informed 
Royal Trust a public meeting will be held .Ian. 28 to deal with the 
issue.
Discussion indicated the trust company is also planning to call a 
public meeting on the subject in January.
•Council voted to increase the residential charge for water in 1983 
to $1 per thousand gallons, up from 95 cents, but will discuss in 
committee a proposal from Aid. Jim Cumming that there be lower
bulk rates for agricultural use.
The Capital Regional District is increasing its charge to the 
municipality for water, from 31 cents to 37 cents.
•Coimcil hired the Victoria engineering firm of Graeme and Murray 
Consultants Ltd. to supervise construction of the .satellite fire hall, at 
a price of Si 1,800.
•Cumming reported it would cost the CRD $650,000 or more if 
Ganges residents defeat a referendum to approve construction of the 
sewer system there, he moved North Saanich advise the CRD it will 
not accept an assessment for a share of such costs unless North 
Saanich laxpayers approve them in referendum:
“If Cianges can refuse to pay, surely we can.”
When .Md. Eric Sherwood objected that a referendum would cost 
North Saanich as much as its share of the sewer cost, Cumming ad­
mitted that his tongue was in his cheek:
“I'm not suggesting tiiat we have a referendum, just that we don’t 
pay tlie money without one.”
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By PEGGIE ROW AND
When The Review/Sidney Lions Christmas Fund was 
launched w'ith a goal of $5,000, we thought we’d succeed, 
judging by the community’s response and kindness in 
; previous., years./ ■.
But we didn’t expect to more than double our target. On 
Friday the fund stood at $10,551.72 and money was still 
coming in. Last count Monday at 5 p.m. the total had 
jumped'to $11,111.72: 'f
More than 100 families, 
representing some 350 people on 
the Saanich Peninsula, have 
already recieved substantial 
hampers and food vouchers 
designated Safeway or Sidney 
/ . Super Foods which wilhpurchase
fruit,
vegetables, turkeys, hams, etc.
really dug into their pockets, says 
one observer —- and the meal 
itself. Rotarians paid $7.50 a 
head at the Travel odge and 
received only a bowl of soup, a 
bun and crackers, with $4. a 
head.going to the fund: / ■
: : Saanich Teachers’ Association : 
turned up trurnps, collecting $640
Food vouchers are in varying from teachers in a one-day blitz- 
amounts depending- on the St. Paul's United Church gave 
number of people in a family. $500 and a scout-guide carol
Mike Sealey, who headed up service turned in another cheque 
the Lions operation, said Sunday for $121.61. 
although hampers and vouchers And two younsters — Heather, 
had been delivered Lions were and Adrienne Christie — made 
standing by to pack more as w'reaths, sold them and donated
' : 'riflmC-S ' ,WPrP: f n O.. .■ in : tVn c t FFvn TiIna es were still comi g i , the proceeds to the fund.
“cni-np of them really hard So many people gave, mostlysome 
■ cases.\ :; ahonyrhpusly,: and 'others ;j con- 
Response to a request for food tributed in a different way. Like
and toys has been magnificent. the elderly woman who turned up
The f ood surplus may well be the first night Sidney Lions began
' ‘’'lotigh to kick off the proposed packing hampers. She jusimovcd
I'oqd bank —" Roy Hunt has Jn and got busy.
^ offered dry storage space --- and No one knew who she was -- 
Peninsula Cbmrnunity^^^^^^w just presumed she was 
Association members vvho took .sofneltody’s wife or friend, 
over distribution of toys this year Sealey said. /
report there were more than Before .she left the woman said 
enough tor local needs. Under a she’d lived in the community two
new system initiated by the PCA years and ‘‘just wanted to do
parents were able to choose toys something.” She couldn’t come
■ lor their children./ along
husband to help, Scalcy said.
tipln (Sill in riiiir Icloin-tc oiirl r i u ,K... t,...Y'
North
North Saanich council had an 
opportunity to voice some long 7 
standing critiCisrit against Sidney ’ : 7 
council when:Ald7 Jim Lang and 7 
a Royal Trust Company 
representative and lawyer at- 7 
tended a Dec. 16 special meeting.
Aid. Eric Sherwood wanted 
council to withdraw its objections 
to Sidney’s application for 14 
acres of Crown land located in 
North Saanich. Sidney is 
currently expropriating 1.2 acres 
of land at Sanscha and together 
with a 1961 expropriation by 
highways for re-routing Pat Bay 
Highway, land at Sanscha has 
been reduced from 714 to A'A 
acres.
Sidney sees the 14 acres as an 
alternative site for the depleted 
Sanscha lands. Royal Trust hold 
Sanscha land ’ in trust for the
people of Sidney and North 
Saanich and • olans a nublicp
/ rheetihg in / hiih-rJ anu ary wHerefit;7
will put various options before 
residents.
North Saanich finally agreed to 
withdraw its objections to 
Sidney’s bid for the land to 
enable Royal Trust to goflo the ^
Pretty Cathy Downani is enough to make any man ’v eyes pop oat of his head. A hove, Cathy people vvith>sbme;opti6ns: It was
gets hearty hug from Santa at Brentwood United Church. The old gentleman's visit was pointed out since one option was
organized by the Brentwood Merchants' Association. Roy Spooner Photo the 14-acre site, the provincial
government might turn Sidney 
down it its application for the 
crosvn land if it thought there was 
^ dissension between Sidney and 
North Saanich.
But the i.ssuc unleashed .some 
anger. Council charged Sidney
“We’ve lost the first battle but the legality of a Dec, 9 meeting group of citizens is successful in: wcnt7bver' Its in its ap- 7 7
the war’s hot lost" -— that's the ^ which he argued vvas hot posted challenging last for the land, which is in
('or next Ghristmas. of the bylaw which permitted the ex- North Saanich and located
The six-week campaign after he and two other: North^^M arising pansion. between the highway and
been like a fairy talc as money - tree in The Review of rice. Saanich aldermen Tailed in a hid from the meeting was invalid; he The group wants to quash the McDonald Park Road.
' and 'food':; Hooded— into The decorations: courtesy ; Sidney to halt Bob Wright's tnarihaTezoning !>ylaw hut no date for Rangel told council he was
staffers were Shoppers Draig Mart, was rushed o.spansion at Blue Heron Basin. emanating from the meeting he the B.C. Supreme Comt hearing ‘‘shocked and surprised” when
Int'A-keepiiig pace with donatiotts out to a couple with :,evcial SheI■\v<^od anti aldermen Edgar '-truek from the agcmla. ha:, been set. he found out Sidney littd ap-
while Sidney Lions were kept children. Sealey said the family T-arthiug and George Westwood Farthing argned it was the Aid. George Westwood said proacltcd the government
eqtiallv busy d.'tily lernoving the wasn’t on welfare anti “in dire were t)\M'manocvered at a Dec. ‘'narrowest of narrow the iluec aldermen will be .seeking willtoul first informing North 
and gifts that straights.” 16 special council meeting when a technicalities ■—so narrow as to I'urthei legal advice. ‘‘ Theic are Saanich council.
ihclp out in the Gulf Islands and ; l.ions — with the help of wives
stmed ? 7.--7havc a a total of
mptiniaiits Ilf (bod 
all available i)ITice space,
',157 aiicl ■:::raiscd/:a,:dotal" 
$1,253 from fines, iafne.s.
yenr^s iTcfforf'':;'to ;/vnd die lost his^t^ with
stiaijthi donations --
»i<iiiiimi^)iiiniMnwiwn>wfniinni»(*iiniwi|iiiini»i»
piodedtKiil ((.'clmiealiiy prevented be bciiealli notice.” He saiti other avenues tt) heexplotcd. I'm
ncr people in distress has been gretitly lirst reading ol two bylaws which council members “fell ovci hack- not satisfied \vc shouUI stop Lang ™ who’d been given .
b( helped by the PGA, 'The woiilti have prevented Wright svrtrds “to accommodate Got- now.'’ permission to speak to council —
le , association’s succcsslTil grring ahead with the e.xpansion. nfotd and Aid. Haroltl Parrott, He said luiblic support had when the Sidney nlderincn told
(^ntlnuLU^ Aid. Al.an Gornl'ord chrillcng,ed who seconded Cornford’s been "tieinoiulniis” with a council it was‘‘negative.”
'yAi:: rnoiirm. luirihing sriid tlate7tiine7^ of iilumu (Mils sunniuiinti said Rangel had boon invited tom tion. Eart i  ai d t , time, number of plu e i,'..tils supporting said
place Tor the meeting wcic the alder nteiis’Mtiiul 100 per cent attend meetimw v. '7 ■ ; ,.'i' 'i''! • I':/ ' ■) ../.V• ' ,'1 ■ ■■■ ■ ■; .7- ':-7;i',- ' . ■, nij.-.K -i', iil ' ■ -7 '/.■■■.■•'.'•I.,' ' ,''7 .(> V-'
'' (li«:('’ne«(‘fr rind ' “wf'' AhSnrvrvt (lii"*' nnd'“ic'ltiiKi in; II'Vkects'nt I)' / knnv' ■ - ' '■
7'TT,'
discussed a *‘ e obser ed the ati  lollini,', us to lorep at it,” ow what was going on.”
si»irit ot the law.” With all the issues I've dealt Rairgel told l...ang that
Mayor Jay Ran.gel voted wiili with on couueil ovei ilie year.s, whatever invitation he received
Cornford, Pari-oti and Cum- this has brought the greatest was wttll after he’d been advised
ruing, response aiul sujipmt, Westwood wbhi .Sidney v/as doing and when
Sherwood .said Saturday there said. Lang said‘‘Well, that’s negative,
wus the And Eiuihing lias no intention too,” the niayor .shouted he
IV thrriwintrf in ilii* Inwel, He "Wain.)unci ton. perhaps an on o ini ii tirb to  ■vvouldiiM'G;7:;acccpt'T-'.vciIcd7
appeal against fT B.G, Court ttninecT tire prbcediitiral wrangle
decision Dec, 16 which ordered at the Dec. 16 meeting a "display Royal Trust representative 
North Saaiilch to issiieTi builkliiig ; of chikli-.hiiess.’’ Debonrh Miller ;nnd the coin-
permit to Wright. E’ariliing said the judge’s parry’s lawyer Brenda Milgi'nlh
'"Mi' '"■'■'iVISjiCC ■■ 'P''* '■ / '' ■' <l<'‘(''NiAiV: ('fiiii' I'lh !'tnisi'*ii1f>rl rtnH Oi f vV-./'-.ViIca'/hai :,>!/!/» 'frAm- ':At/I■;;;/:: V?
Continued on'E«Rf:A3'
;r.. m b
SUUtey hiwwh of thf Cahmiiim f'mmr Society held holly sale Satuiday mjJtcacott Plazm 
■:JfWdpt^leftf Jackie ihlmior^^ BrenJaS1aihcws,f’‘rpceedKpp^
,7 research, :■,■;7 7.,;,, Murraybhurratl Phnlo,.
icG atrick Dohni b-lecisicnv can be tippealed and "if got a rough ride fro  Aid,
North Saanich had gone we’re prepared to pay the price , Jim Cumming,
;: ,7\''tO0;:;:Eu'''::iO7rcverse'. :thc::'W.righi .■■'E'ecfui doirnythiiig/' 
dc'ci s i b iV:'';■■'■ ■ r'c fob i n g "■ '’':^(b '■■'■' -1 be ;
T rej'oning;''ofT’W'right's';:property';T,
'7;.::7'jbrcshorcJrascJast.^suinmcr"{ind .■■;>•■■ ;■■■/«, •:.#«■■■. :■.■ m,*!' ''"7',:
tnci cjCcilon^CFl ,iinU'’CAptUisNiuii,.;its£» b' lai ii« uii* # w* ys w
group in November. I y I'f i I #
The municipaliiv mtide a detrl,
DolVn'i surd. In rn^ n.:. ,t ,, ii... j |()f I'lassi
late loback rrwny (rom it. jy,,. jiapei- is 3 p.m. 1'hiif$dayr^ Review of*
v v Dohm attached 51 eonditton to „ chM.c'd from ETio.w, Dee. 74 to Mondav, Dec.
::: Saarilcif''Mariri'a’s.:'la'w>'ci':Tf;,bu*s ■
Lindbohnv4bat:.imprbycmbntsTb:'';
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BUYING or SELLING?
For Professional Service with years of experience and a 
Positive Approach . . .
Gall Now — Marten Holst
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. 






CHRISTINE, CLIVE, MARC, PETER, 
REBECCA AND CLARENCE
Santa nabbed by police? Despite rumours he was arrested for double parking reindeer, San­
ta was taking refuge from poor weather in comfort of RCMP police car. He was escorted up 
and down Beacon Ave. Saturday before making appearance at Sanscha Hall,
DEC^24th 
CHRISTMAS DAY 




DEC. 31st . ..
NEW YEARNS ;DAY^
JAN. Isi ....
. 8:30 AM- 9 PM 




' mlirtgua® ' /the internationally--, v 
- known [school ; ol Vnguages, '
V has; nowropened a branch; in '
Victoria, the firsts in Canada ;[ 
; v ' WestioLToronto
Individual and group instruc­
tion; Intensive programmes 
also available. For further in­
formation call: 592-5498; b
NonsMse,
Sam Bawlf announced Friday in Victoria that Vancouver- promoter 
Murray Pezzim has bought ^0 per cent of Tod Inlet Estates Ltd. , and . NotV ^ Mayor Jay
that most of its 1,200 acres of property around the inlet will be , Rangel disagrees with Aid. Jim 
developed as an industrial park for high-technology industries. X'umming over payment of the
Wnminnc- n-tn 19 ^ Pezzim made a simultaneous announcement in Vancouver . His municipality’s share of federal
' 9 • “"V • i company, Windmill Enterprises, has paid Bav/lf $1 million already grants to the Capital Regional
^ O'-. „ c District.EveningsV; 6-10;
i244lBEAC0N
I Bawlf said the project would not interfere with his proposed resort Rangel recently chided Met-
1 on the north shore of the inlet in Central Saanich, which requires 90 chosin CRD Shirley Wilde for
o 11 1' ■; 1Tf c* ; ^ rt a \C; C? 11 ^ - t^T^n m 11 n 1T \J . T r-.r^^ jl 11 ti 1 ^^8 S Ott 1
‘KoV/i r\F-TVroVifc; f/S :b:
acres; but that the resort was now viewed as a satellite com unity to saying munici 
' the high-tech development. their share of grants to the CRD.
t-t(» 05iirl thp InHiictrinl 'nnt-k -nroipf't wbntH: ■ h an ;; a - - - . i-. -i;--;—
Pmfessimal Service 




, ' He said the industrial park project ould begin on 900 acres in an Cumming promptly championed
■ ' • r. electoral area of the Capital-Regional District, and that if rezoning is . Wilde, .said she was correct and
approvedbytheCRDwork will start in 1983. '"?nat'No'rth ' Saanich owed the
Land development will cost S8 million, he said. CRD $45,000.
An application for rezoning another 300 acres in Central Saanich “It’s caught up with us and we
would come later. should pay,” he told The Review
Total potential investment in the park was estimated by Bawlf at last week.
SI00 million, and potential annual sales revenues at up to $500 moi so, says Rangel. The 
million. It could produce 5,000 jobs. He said high-tech experts from mayor is not a director at CRD
California will provide technical assistance for the development. apj says he “has a clear view” of
the matter. “I don’t get mixed up T
v Ffe .says^-pcith Wilde and .; b b
>NEED AN ELECTRICIAN? I Cummin^Vre missing the point, b ^
;Tp replace'a; faulty switch, .add; anotherbwalljilbgvbcorinect: an-ap-b - ^ b-We re-?' talking^^^^a^ ■ - b'
[ pliance br add another light in one of the roorns or baserriehtb d W < ^9’'"'' issue is that what
[-Qualified Joufneyntan Elelcfriciarib Licensed and living in your area ; ;
can provide prompt and efficient service. - ^ about ; the CRD s y
riO JOB lOO 2>liiaill m the niayor says the reason why b
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now is “unrest rioted spending at 
; all levels of government,?’
;;'‘And otnfiiy like the CRD arc
■ ,',(ryi'ng.:b:["; -.to,, [;b['banialgamatey.b\'b;::
■' everybody’s money. ’ - ' [
b*‘They’re (CRD) saying b
y; ‘i.heTe’S'' bi^t>niethiiig;,:'':anib 'l-heb^LKb';':'
.Icgislaiiiiii that enables iis io have b. 
tills money’ —• ! say that’s 
nonsense,
b;;'bbiT^angels’«iy|.i;wc:aiecd;,';hospltal;,,';
wplanningrbatHf y: regional y'licalllv.
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services “blit wc dbn’f h^ 
bb-iiiiigtHiiie['htvreaucracY;,'~-*''tHat’s the''" 'b;bb.'' 
bT'kijulbofb;tliihg[;,svebhaye''io;siandb,i;,:'b:''L 
on.”
I he mayor says ilie CIU3 hn.s : ;v 
onmigli money to do whai they 
li.ise to do so we “slioiild leave it 
at that.”
1 he CRD’s linanee eomniilice 
b is dealing with the i.ssiie ol' monies 
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b An organ rcciinl \vill t)c pcr-
28 ni Sti David by the Den 
Angliean Clnircli 5182 Cordova 
bBay Rond - Ad niission by 
domilioii.
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Sidney Lions prepare hampers for distribution in space donated by Ron Tidnum in Land­
mark Building. Some LOO hampers were delivered Saturday and Sunday.
Murray Sharrall Pliulo
Some 52 members of Ardmore 
Ladies Golf Club attended a Dec.
7 Christmas party and luncheon 
at the Chantecler Restaurant.
Captain Janet Webb presented 
prizes of golf towels to winners of 
"Beat the Champ", then ladies 
participated in several contests 
provided by the entertainment 
committee.
Mabel Slow and Joyce Mar­
shall were first to win the nine- 
hole du Temple cup donated by 
Wally du Temple this year.
The names of the Spring Plate 
winners were accidentally om- 
mitted from the previous list of 
competition winners. They were 
Shorty Smith, runner-up Dot 
Emmerson.
Hard times
North Saanich has no real 
option but to accept an RCMP 
contract that will see its policing 
bill rise from zero in 1982 to 
almost $300,000 in 1985 —- but at 
Monday’s meeting the municipal 
council decided to take time to 
study the contract; before ap- 
■orovingit.
Tlie council voted last year to 
hire the RCMP instead of setting 
lip its own police force, and the
1 of this year, but details were 
only spelled out at a meeting Dec. 
9. The provincial government is
year,
The provincial share drops to 
two-thirds in the second year, 
and one-third in the third year. 
Prom then on local taxpayers pay
The agreement calls for a six- 
man force at $39,000 a man in the 
current year. That price goes up 
steadily, to $42,000 in the second 
year and $46,300 in the third.
Council is also taking a second 
look at a decision for an ex­
panded police office at Sidney 
municipal hall. The police 
; originally preferred: a location 
near Sandown racetrack, but this 
was rejected because it was 
reported that the highway access 
at John Road was going to be 
closed and the B.C. Buildings 
Corporation wanted too much 
for the land.
Mayor Jay Rangel said the 
v i982;cc)uhcil had developed some 
;;doubts^^putthe rnattert^^m^ 
he had recently written to ask the 
highways ministry to ask just
tersection andto the president of 
BCBC to ask what the charge 
would be for the land.
Aid. Eric Sherwood com- 
mehted the buildingwould cost 
more than $1 million, so the cost 
of the land would not be a major 
'factor.':'-
Council also decided to write 
to the attorney-general asking 
that the NCO in charge of the 
North Saanich detachment be 
required to "report on police
Continued from Page A1
Christmas Fair at Sanscha 
recently raised a substantia] sum 
and PCA volunteers have been 
working hard for weeks, 
collecting toys and arranging for 
parents to make a selection.
Sidney Lions have performed 
like trojans and de.serve a very 
special thanks. Members and 
wives of this fine service club 
loaned their vehicles for 
collection and put in hours of 
work making up hampers and 
delivering them.
And a truly "giving” com­
munity m.ade it all possible. Hard 
times made for soft hearts and
1982.
what its plans were for the in-
Rangel : noted: thaC^ 
requirement;for a six-man force- 
is based s tr ic11 y - o n p6 pu 1 ation; 
and; suggested: ^experience rhight; 
prove that with no business 
district and no heavy traffic in 
the municipality,did not need that 
many men.
"L'I".
Continued from Page A1 
The alderman declared himself 
the sole survivor of the people
Trust and said the company was 
to hold the land, ndf 
make disposition of it.
citizens can oppose the trust and 
asked her if she was aware of
(a gfottp
; A an in- ;




Miller fold council the Royal 
Trii St has be expropriated by 
: Sitlncy for a small portion of land 
anci Jiad since been: dealing in 
cnihera with Sidney council.
As Sidney and:North Saanich 
were beneficiaries of the 
tnist"''NEllersaid , "it', .'was" jhej'" 
coiniiany's intention to call a 
public meeting to advise people 
ol the aliernaiives at hand. We 
can lake insimotion to call a 
■ I c jet end n in, s he atld ed,
Aid. Harold Parrdtt \vnrUed to j ' 
kdi>W''wity/S)dnc>Hfad,,l)cdn;g,iveii 
I ho right to acqtiiro the land. 
"Why not the other way 
around?’’he asked,
Sherwood said it didn’t matter 
who acqtiiied the land "as long 
as it is given back to us in trust.’’
would "love
Id have lield bn lb Snnscha" but ' 
t "we’ll have the overpass in there:; ; 
—' it will be chopped TipC; 
piveemeal and won’t he Avorth 
'hiiving,7';-' :T 
,, Aid, Alan Cbfnldni supported 
.;’':^'-^:a"'Auggcstion ;:thC7,::J4";:!acreS'::-bc.-',:--
North Saanich wltilciiShcrwbbd 
asked Lang, "Suppose wc (North 
Stianich) ncquirCd (Itis land 
■A':'WitukI jl4naltef?'’’t':^:-'";A^'"■''^;■^,'7:'■;""^:?■::':,'' 
' j' ',.;-':vXane;,'Tcp)iedthe-'Anggest ibn':
■: 7;;777jtmhiM‘7:;:hceri,,7.''discusscd;: ■::with;:7,,,
'';,X(ihtcyrMincil'';.and'-,' added'the 
only''"purpose', A'an7(b.'",;givd;thb '''" 
land to the people of Sidney and A 
"North Saanieh,’’
r'lintniitn' said he wanted the 
;:""7"".'"'lali'd":''a(',';Xfhi^'ch'a'7dcff'"fof""'tltc'-':" 
eltildren ■— the 14 acres was too 
for away, lie poitiicd out.
- ,'',-,"."i'n"-'res'viansc,^' Miller,said,-"tltc,"':- 
Royal 7 ru.stwas t'lrying to give 
ibinany options as are fensihle,’’'
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to go over the heads of North Saanich council To 
acquire crown land in its territory may have seemed the 
equivalent of tweaking council’s collective nose. That tweak 
hurt and although it happened some time ago and North 
Saanich has long been apprised of Sidney’s intentions, mayor 
and aldermen still seem to’be feeling the pinch — hence the 
rough ride for Sidney A^d. Jim Lang and Royal Trust 
spokesman Deborah Miller and lawyer Brenda Milgrath when 
they met Dec. 6 with North Saanich council.
However, although North Saanich’s feelings were obviously 
hurt and on the surface it seems it would have been more sen­
sitive and politic for Sidney to have first informed North 
Saanich it was interested in acquiring that 14 acres, we think it 
highly unlikely there was any genuine intention to slight our .
; Sidney’s explanation was that other properties were involved
information up to a cer­
tain point. Sidney insists Mayor Jay Rangel was invited to sit in
about T
to take off for China. But whatever the differences it is time 
now for North Saanich to take a less jaundiced view of the mat­
ter.
If Sidney did make a mistake, it can’t be held accountable 
T C f^ to brass Tacks if the SANSCH A
2 expropriation issue is ever to be'resolved.
traces of bitterness, 
to withdraw its objections so
„ ,fi,i; fhrit' rf^cidp‘n#'Q -r\F ^'TvfQooniQh CSn CX3.m 1 FlC thc Op~
tions and a decision be made in the case of the expropriation of 
, Sanscha land by Sidney council.
While many oldtimers have been and still are against the ex- -------^-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- miaaaaaiiEjBia^
propriation of the 1.2 acres for the purpose of making way for Parkland school choir entertains at Trayeiod}>e dining room Thursday.
, - Sidney’s proposed two-way traffic system, one of the most • . ' Murray Sharrat
faithful adherents for keeping San.scha hall and grounds the way
60 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 21, 1922, issue of 
The Review
A bulletin of much interest and 
value to those engaged in rearing 
the silver-black fox in captivity 
has recently been published under 
authority of the Dominion 
Minister of Agriculture. The 
pamphlet is entitled “Fox 
Ranching in Canada,” the 
authors being Messrs. J. A. Allen 
and J. Ennis Smith, respectively, 
animal pathologist at the fox 
research station at Charlot­
tetown, P.E.I., and biochemist at 
the research station at Hull, Que.
The subjects dealt with include 
the construction, the 
management and sanitation of 
ranches, the disease of foxes, and 
the scientific nutrition and 
feeding of foxes.
50 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 21, 1932, issue of 
The Review
A new business, under the 
name of Sidney Fuel Co., and 
operated by Mr. WM. May, has 
just been opened in Sidney and is 
ready to handle your wants in any 
line of fuels either coal or wood.
Mr. May will also be in the 
business of general hauling.
*'. * ^ ■ ■
At the December meeting of 
the North Saanich board of 
trade, held Dec. 13, a resolutiori 
was passed congratulating Mr. C.
“/. Stirling, of Sidney, on his 
success at Chicago with his 
exhibition of field peas.
40 YEARS AGO
From the Dec. 23, 1942, issue of
The Review' '̂
■ The new seiner/ “Cape 
/ Russel,”; owried by the Fairbahk/ / 
1 Fish CompanyT which was 
launched recently, called in at 
Fulford Harbour on her maiden 
trip on Friday last. She is the 
^ seine boat on the coast 
and is equipped with a 200-horse
TTis-;
Murray SharraU Photo power Washington Diesel engine
and fitted with all modern
tnich Aid Eric 1 JL^ equipment for fishing in B.C.
----- ----- —-------- ------------- —-------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -- -------- -----—------— waters. She carries a crew of eight
Sherwood, who has finally, conceded that highways expropna-
. tion in the past and expropriation now and po,s.sibly in the m vpapc Ar-ni
‘ future have gradually eroded and will continue to erode the Don’t sive Almost everyone is aware ot the Glass ornaments should be well
. „ . MJ’iJSi t dangersrof feeding turkey bonesi^i pets
10 pets. Not only can they breakage, tinseb- is easily • .........................
“it won’t be worth having,” he says. €S,tXM}ft€sJi €IS ^ and a potentiaL^^^^^^^^
Sherwood says the only “realistic and logical alternative” is ' ’ but also their intestines^ causing .strahgleri and of course, we aU raised from
to accept the 14 acres located between the highway artd Christmas is approaching and irreparable damage. Apart from know the dangers of; chewing proceeds qi tne British c-oiumma
McDonald Park Road and get the best possible deal in The ex- ^^ ^'^'^^ ^’^^ Tvnticipated flurry of deliberately feeding them tax, is on its
propriation. The Royal Trust has asked for $484,000, an in- excitement the SPCA, Victoria please be sure discarded
dependent appraisal puts the land/vaiue at hot;:much less
... V. . ^ ^ opportunity :To contribute to a ; Other hazards are Christmas handled with care. Clean up any il”^nce, Tinnounccu,$464,000;:
Of the many options to be put to the people in January, 
spelled out by Sherwood sounds particularly advantageous. He needless trt
happyandtrouble-freeholiday. S plants --:: poinsetiias, hol!yc Or spills as it has: d sweet taste; * 
e can hp ihp ^ viptinm , nP v’rniist ipihp : '' arp pytrpmptv f>niiP/^c; ripfc , nnci nilirnnTf>iv distribut ion of an interim:be the victims of mistletfie arc extre ely entices petsT and ultimately ^ _
1 tragedy. With a few poisonous. Christmas poisons (hem. And please, before - *
says take the 14 acres of crown land and use some of the ex- precautions, this can bo avoided. decorations arc also a danger. Continuccl on Page AS
propriation money to put in services there -- roads, Hydro, and
T so on; Apply to Sidney to rezone the Sanscha/lancl —: said to be
build a spank ing communityTiall at The new siic; ,
: TheiX:are other options --' SarischaTlall can remaiii where it 
is and although playing field.s will slirink cxpropriatioii tnoney 
; cbiiId go' t b upgrade t he haIL
Most Important is that residents be at that January meeting to J “reed to dechu'c bankruptcy,^^^^^^^^T 
hear t he alieriuitives, to gather all the inforrnation they nccrl and I mean, the poor boggCr will
municipalities frorn 1952 - :i953 
of the Social Security: 
and Nlunicipal Aid Tax. This 
amount is $500,000 greatei Than 
was distrihuted in December,
: i;951
2!) YEARS AGO
Things appear to be Tough all 
over when, Nelson Skalbania is
make a decision about the latul which 15 held in trust tor Them/ rid of two
’ ..................................... Ib^yces arid: ihake:do with 1
one from now (tii,
Skalbania’s perfornnmee on 
TV was sonictliing to behold.
ITrirppiiVg hiS; qiiioticjihil iVaiits^ 
the master t^f B.C.’s high-roller.s 
;:/::;*:iold:;ftli;;Trtid;,suntiryiThaivthe:T'ax'T::'';:
man had finally gotten to him.
cd the known heed for help “ahhough cahs afcAlill^ “tnnetioir”
- ami it seems there will be a siihsmntini “irn albatross ol tax
-- amt n seems inercjy 11 lie a substamini siirn t)! money, over his
over Irom The Rcvicw/Sidney Lions C’hristmas Fund, Response Skalhaniti said
to food was equally generous and although the more than TOO '‘\ml if that wasn’t enough to
hampers that went out were “very subsiantial’There’s a surplus make a few hmulred of his
of dry and canned goods.
r'*' '/i ‘■f ;7., ,1
,,, ,, . ,, , ... , . From the Dec, 27, 1962, issue ofSkalbania:,islhroughwilhhis ,^..„^,-
bairkrupley; he’ll still have moreV IT Ml p .1 / New apartment block and
|han you and 1 Avilf ear,, toselhcr .i,, „„ n,, watcrlrom
in ouiTifc.: 
I
, . ... adjacent to the Beacon Ave.
mean,, ,aw; yoiG^t o wilc ; ^cw praiccls
T owns the Georgia Hotel or a V . .. / a A .1 . A 1 miwin) Ci b .. , niahned on the old mill
V.ni«hn!Thl.> fitnd.nilf-'? Hnve Voii 4'® P” T''V
The money is
financial juggler rriends choke on
. :fcasonaWn,6.csimilcr;Hayc^:y^^
:/^:';--gpl-Mr‘Toster-:.xi(-::Tricnds,^2;high-'--,,,nvj ^ V _
rollers one and all, willing and L, ’ • r ,
Tetter TO give you a new, start, , cie„„ n,.p,.r l ..mber l id Inlil
onbe vou’ve irinned the bcop e > ^'cgg nfo.». laiinocr ruti., tout
V “V, y ^ V V JI ' * ‘V rhe Review this week 1 li»ii lii^svon mvv $30 million? m.
: ■ Mark mv word. .Skalbania will .■<’b'Pbny a. a«in,r«l he
no, only lind on his fed apain, '’^'”’"2’ I™"' '''
hS'll land in Ihe comforlahle PK'P"l.y 's appioxnnalcly cghl 
npliolslerv of Ihree Rolls Rnyees .a‘Tos, .' Ill,pufh only ;in „erf,„re
: :belnfe:vo,rte'sSyihcdepressiPr^^ ::r
remamderhes beneath the waiei,
Despilc my anper, 1 can’t deny ■ 'I, °l d'P [I'W propeflies In
' ■ - ‘ • . . ; I amnia where the lines runs outa certain fascination: with /
if times their Bratwufst dihd
to tlie'''sca.X. nicid, albeit a nn>dest one, aikl Skalhanin’s style. He“he p
; : get any tqitghcr aftbr Ghristmasy will be used to help people threw in aif appcal id tell the world that inflation and type of a high-rollerv He’S n high- /’ J,
“ dire circumstance.s in the coming winter montfis wilcio come back to him -: , I'cce.ssiLni have caught up with wiie acrobat of bu.sinc.sS to whom Issue of
:pcninsui;r Communiiy ; , J . '’""‘‘"’s'""‘'7"'""'’‘f*’**
J Assodation are considering esIablishinB a D,od bank hereon I don’i know ahmn yon, hni I
peninsula, using .he snrplus goods ns a slarl. A discussion ^/^.iSl^t MnyheSdA/''
:,;;/::;T:::ineetingTS''’p|anncdAoon/'/Tx'T:'::, Tl’T^^T* galling about 
Tskalbaiiia’s public lament is the T
rhe:Revlcw::;':’"'r T/;
....................................................... Men like Skalbania win big
hadslhc distinct urge to put my <he lose big, Mortals, such tisyou sewage collection and treatment / 
fist liirough theTelcviision screen I, who ttikc hotnb a modc“ : A^dhstrueted diis yefi^
hen I shiv Skalbania snivelling paycheque and consider ourselves / / ^thtcy and; Ceiilrnl Saanich arc
TSJ ■ ThrcHigh his meio’dkirnatic script/ /lucky at that, chn ;only:“a“h: ;:/v*^
I I ..rr/..rt ffnm ;ifiir. as titese aarfihlers nlv Hill Clerrv. director of;parody;; it makes/of the real , : TJnfortnnatcly, can’t afford a toin a a , h g r b c p y y l
/•'*//<>.:
hardshin anti grief suffered by pew I V, Tbelr trade in the world of engineering. for Capital Regional
tens ot itionsamls of British The episode was first aired finance. ii District.
® C'olmnhiaris who have fallen during next mortung’s .lack Wtvrna!/eych b“llo\y^ Completion ol the two-stage
:;;wicthP:;vt<T;J;:ihc;:f':hasiicsi',:;,httlc y/^:':,Wel)stcr:/:;:sh(,>vv//,j(, ../wfijch;/;, ,cnyyAt;lheTighi:ofmilIiqnsbeing';,,,. Jmaimept/,;plants, 'i^'T,, ,:'/
....................*............. .. '"s--’-;, (;,>p(iosiiioii,l.!eadcf ,TT4ivC'Baiicti ...niadc ;Jic,,a5“]s,,;wc,, can’t ..lui; ,,,1 dchsidc pnycdk.fdThkTT'hd; oii ;,,,
was the guest star, dcfst.'ind, leave alone pm Turgbose IkTfnl
I'm/talking about alt those Talk about a nauseating ,together, Saanich has been delayed bbeause
ll“msclvq5y:“ib>A :a:Tjkdai:^“^^^^ A uiflc ..... tm im^.,. pvt (h^ir inbe, ;v,poi;hC I'iOtn the bo'lh of them. ib’opm wim bnlldn/f. » of^ smmner labour-strikes rmd
crusty at times, Jim’s slightly sour remarks gcnerallv no uri. ‘»»^oB>loymeiit lieiiefiis Webster said he was spcoehless beaut (Til. millioimlollar man- tie ays ui etpi pmcnt tkliycry.; / ^el^lILlLSe;,h/ we;.hi,:YA;; <'<>y? ,«Pl'«d;,,nC;whn;:h«ye,in ,f nnd l.nf,e.l,m,in,bled:.n,ne,hinB^^
..........  . res,siun-v,,.since,.'dhc,,,:.
;:“dilh:;Saanich::Ald.':'Jim;,Citnfming:,,ftaS' becri::nft>und/:a;:lpng:://T::Thu:tlcs,;://;'//^
rh!dpri^i/lAZ«‘heWniA4S,v|?W^iwl!! “i:-* uhJlie 57l)rS;i uhniih: il,ai':;;; .,lK.ui li pc.Mwitl iruyedy ihaVWiiH :'Mylc and ifuiit lo,rcplaa!l wilh a: :: hnwevet,; tnw , sewasc i ni>,v
chide Ciimminp ns he did nl Ihe Dec. Irt .pedal enninnl meetine; icinoved ; PO|luilne pcninsnlo beaches will
for Ills rutlciiess to two women representing Royal T rust. For They don’t have the SSTHKIT (Ire proviiiceeveiy day, frmti the vyofld of saniiy lhatiwc be'd^^
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more letters
Continued from Page A4
starling your car, give the hood a 
solid bang. Cals are notorious for 
sleeping next to a warm engine.
Pets should not be allowed to 
run free at any time, un­
fortunately, there are many pet 
owners who ignore this law. 
However, at this time of year it is 
particularly good adyice. The 
roads are icy and brakes fail. 
Statistics show that there are 
more injured animals during 
December and January than at 
any other lime of year.
Last, but certainly not least, 
don’t give animals as gifts! The 
last thing anyone or any animal 
needs is to be plunked into a new 
home at the most hectic time of 
year. Not only may the animal be 
unsuitable but quite likely un­
wanted.
Joseph F. Heald, 
Secretary-manager 
SPCA, Victoria branch
I he decorations inside the hallway
even ilie centre light on the
coiling!
Wc are all elderly in this 
building and rny husband found 
it quite an effort to hang these 
decorations for all to enjoy -- so 
it was very disappointing to find 
them all stolen this morning.
I hope those who look them 
will enjoy them as it is pointless 
to replace them only to have them 
likely taken again. Plus the 
expense.





Tlie parents of Deep Cove 
school would like to express our 
thanks at the Humber of in­
dividuals and businesses in 
Sidney who helped make our fall
fair a success.
lights stolen
This is iny first letter to a 
newspaper but I feel so sad when 
we try to help others at this 
holiday time. Someone entered 
our apartment building and 
removed every light bulb from
We’d like to thank Sidney 
Rotary Club; Sidney Pharmacy; 
Deep Cove fire deparlmeiit; Mr. 
Boone and D. Swanson; 
Marigold Nurseries; Bazan Bay 
Nurseries; and Holloway’s 
Florist for their generous 
donations •
Parents, Deep Cove school.
Recently, i was invited to 
experience a ride in a Boeing 
jelfoil similar to the Flying 
Princess which operated between 
Victoria and Seattle for a brief, 
trial period in 1980.
A year-round service between 
Victoria and Seattle is scheduled 
to commence in April 1983 and 
will be run by a company formed 
by a group of local businessmen 
and investors.
As any businessman will tell 
you, a new enterprise (and 
particularly one of this 
magnitude) requires considerable 
sums of initial capital and an 
enormous amount of hard work 
before it makes its first dollar. 
Any ;new venture also requires 
tremendous courage and the 
ability and psychological aptitude 
to deal with risk
Oil and gas exploration, films, 
multiple unit residential 
buildings, office towers, com­
puter software development and 
many other ventures all need 
money to carry out their ob­
jectives.
Some will succeed, others will 
not. For those that do succeed, 
the rewards are appropriate.
To encourage people to invest 
in Canadian endeavours, the 
federal government allows
companies, appropriately 
structured, favoured tax treat­
ment. These are sometimes 
referred to as tax shelters. Very 
simply, a tax shelter allows an 
investor to put up a sum of 
money — usually $5,000 or 
$10,000 multiples, or “units” — 
and become a “limited partner” 
in a company.
Being a limited partner allows 
the investor to deduct certain 
operating costs (or add tax 
credits) of the company against 
his or her other income, and 
thereby reduce taxes. This in­
fusion of capital by investors 
helps a company “get off the 
ground”.
If the company is successful 
the limited partners share in the 
success.
Society needs entrepreneurs; 
people who have a vision, are 
prepared to act upon their 
convictions and who put in many 
hours of work to nurture a 
lledging company. They take 
risks niost people would not 
contemplate, but reap the 
rewards many people desire.
The local jetfoil company is 
one local, bold venture.
Stephen Taylor is a 
representative of Pitfield Mackay 
Ross Limited, Victoria.
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - Zilli Street 65e-75?5
.1U OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAiM FED, r.iiAHAMTttn CANADA "A"
FOR CHRISTMAS
PEPPERONl - SALAWllS 
CHICKEN LOAF - HAMS 
BAVARIAN MEAT LOAF 
HOMEMADE BEEF & PORK 
BANGERS
NEXT AUTUMN PACK DRAW DEC. 23, 1982
By Mary Kierans
Here are some interesting 
novels you might enjoy over 
Christmas and in the New Year:
Take This Mon, by Frederick 
Busch. A -strange; other-> 
worldliness enshrouds this 
unusual story of a powerful 
union between a man, a woman 
and their son, set on a fog-bound 
spit of land oh the Maine Coast.
A Mother and Two Daughters, 
by Gail Godw'ih. Godwin draws a 
richly detailed portrait of the 
continued growth of three 
w'omen, Nell and her two 
daughters, Cate and Lydia,
and^ , father;. ’ This is a realistic; 
novel' heaViiy' peopled With 
authentic,? intriguing 1 characters 
and filled with a series of 
legitimate ; family and : exte:rnaL 
emotional cri,scs.
Red Dragon, by Thomas 
;harrik. ;The author of the best* 
selling Black Sunday xum's xn a 
riveting suspense tale in which 
Will Graham, vvho has once 
caught two psychopathic killers, 
is called out out of retirement by
hearted sense of fun, the 
abundance of riotous escapades 
and the ironic commentary are: 
sliji here, set against locations in 
Europe, England ; and 
.Hollywood. 'Y
Banker^ By Dick' Francis. Part 
Mystery, ipart psychological; 
profile, part horror story — 
Banker is a winner. Francis 
peoples his : world f with 
fascinating,, complex: characters;; 
a horse healer;': a banker with 
slialiercd nerves, a businessman 
who risks everything at the track. 
They are all drawn together in a 
furiously paced, stunningly 
constructed talc.
Famous Last Words, by 
Timothy Findley. Ezra Fund’s
A h, But Your Land Is 
Beautiful, by: Alan Paton. An 
exqnisi tcly y'rii ten novel - about 
the South African Liberal Party 
mo ve m en l a nd i t s i n vol vemen t i n 
1 ho 1950s ‘‘ Defiance Campaign”.
Bodily /-/am/, by Margaret 
Atwood. :; After her life in 
Toronto is shattered by illness, 
the desertion of her lover,: and a 
death threat, a journalist flees to 
: a Caribbean . island 'and ; finds ; 
, herself inyolyed in aTcvolutiorif f 
Lifetime Burning, by Ellen 
Douglas. An intelligent, 
humorous, competent, sensual 
woman who is 62 but nof ready to 
enjoy her “golden years” reveals 
liersclf and her w'orld in a diary
that is filled with suspense and;;;
' 'rii'V/pIjlf i An if f HVv HV^ri 7fictional Hugh Selwyn Mauberley revelations about the herione.
Go slowly. Come Back 
Quickly, by David Niven. Briiish 
actor' pavicl Niven returns to 
print after the success of several; 
volumes of memoirs, with his 
first novel. :The same light-
is the posthumous narrator of a 
wild detcciive-cum-picaresquc 
novel filled with real historical 
figures of the laic 1930s.
A Good Man In Africa, by 
W i 11 i a m Boyd. The m i sad-;
: v c n 111 r e s a n d b 1 u hd e i-s o f M o r ga h 
Leafy, “a IJritish v civil servant; 
stationed in Africa, are the focus 
of this comic first novel, which is 
: peppered with wry oncrlinCrs.
: Acceptable f Losses by Irwin 
:Shaw. A New YorkJiterary agent 
is jolted from his routine by a 
: 1 i fc-1 h rea l eh ing phonc; cal 1 i u this 
new novel which; combines Ihc 
^suspense of a thriller witli the 
intimacy dfa character study.
Monsignor Quixote, by 
; :Gi ahame;(“ireeiie);The:advent:ur
of a humble Spanish prie.st one 
of God’s holy innocents — who, 
in a characteristic confusion of 
f ;la c t: and f i c t i on, - belt eves h ini scl f: 
descended frorn Don Quixote. 
y Mpfqinto Coast,^ i by Paul 
Theroux,; An arrogant; eccentric 
American inyenidr emigrates; 
with his family to Honduras:in : . 
I his remarkable port rail of minds 
and cultures at cross purposesl ;; ;y 
All ; these newnovels :arc; 
available, if
Sidney-Nor til Saanich ;;; or I-
Brent vyppd branch y bf the:
, ./regional,.library'.':.'f
/:; ^
Go It tinned fibm I'age A4
shouldn’t even attempt to un- ; 
'derstantiiiiem.';: ::
: And vyhen the whole house of:
''cartls coflapscSri:wciiiiay,::eyen/h,e 
yexcuseU;:;for;ylec(iitg/a;hi,ttleiglcc,.b: 
After all; you takes your chances 
and you win or lose.
:/’'Bul, ii'sQhc whining- iti'' defeat:-; 
,; tii:at'’'S':;:;' y:ha,f d;:t.of .':'s t'oiha eh;-.:: 
Skalbaniu’f mett ciilpa plctfinadc 
a travesty of the teal ]irobletns 
:: Iliat have gi i|ijied ■ the people of: 
this province.
Unless, ol course, there was 
system to: : Skalbania’f -fh 
i c ryi n gi: W h q, kn 6 WYsV^di (^1 die ’ s:.gpi/ 
''Yip;.Jtis,.,^d«ie,ve'f'Wc :ii)ay,sbbnTiiul'.:
■Tint'.'■y.'i ■;./■■■-': y;
Bitt whatever happens TO the- 
man who dnee owned Wayne 
drci/ky, donh hold ybur brcaih^ 
expecli|ig to sec hiin hr the soup 
kilehen lineup,
Vie may hiot biiild fniy:Oreef 
villas for a while, bui before too 
long, lie’ll be back jii business,
: the ;htisiness he : knqvvs best ’--f
,, higbTolling.,/;f'-:
;/'"'' Kfeanwlh.le,,;'; don't ■■ ';1nl<ef nn;,/
wmulen niekels fiom him,
I riki'i'iil I on r:
;'l qy a I j) n1 rori'fH':'ari d ,:.>v j s l:v: 
ovqi'ydnq/a vvorYiMerry- 
;G!ihi8lmas.,''W(iyhopq,,\vt*,;, 
;:(‘aii ^, .nha rty.' many/Tiioro.,:. 
':Chr'ihlma‘si08,:-:-Togc‘thqpf:
FROM
Andy’s Auto Parts & Accessories
2412 SEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 656-7281
TOWN OF SIDNEY
ii' "
The Council Of the Town of Sidney will hosf an ''Open House" 
ori January:1st.1983ofrohT t p*fh; tol pitn 
Chambers, Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avonuee- T^
;;::'lhuJ’ublioisu>i,diailyiiiviledTOdlioiiU)4iidnt(milhe:M«nil)0|b:,- 
:b:pffho Council;fo:if'
;; of mutual infnrest
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMtiiaiiiiitilfiliiiiriiiiiiiliMliiiiimiiiltiiiifi----





MON. - FRI. 11-8
SAT. 11:30-8 SUN. 12-8




12 pcs. CHICKEN Ap 









9816 - 4lh ST., SIDNEY
; *Chicken eRibs “Burgers ■ :
: •Soft,lce Cream; : V1'-






Chinese s Canadian Food
OPEN Mon - Thuis A 30 ■ Midnight 
Fm -Sat A 30-1 30 am Sun a 30 B .50 pm
Delweiy with rninintim order







Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd. 
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am 104




for FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES: 
Mon. lo Fri. 9 am ■ 9 pin 
'>Satr9arn-10 V
656-41151 2359 Beacon ftve^
let
Open for Lunch and Olnnnr;
;;: (closed;for;Lunbli:Tuesday)'
Wednesday Smorgasbord OInnor and 
The New Sunday Brunclf ' '
Reseivatidns 656-3541
Cuisine frnn^/.«e
OPEN FROM S p.m. 




- Roservatidps 479-2123 ^ -
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY: ?
Broakfasti Lunch & Dinner daily 





CRABS AVAILABLE EVERy DAY 





SIDNEY FISH Jl CHIPS
loan & George
OPEN DAILY tuns, thru Saturday
:;i:i:3o;8tm:::'-7:3o;:p:,m;'::;
9807.4tli St., Sidney 
TAKEOUT 656-6722
Silver Dragfliri Restaurant
ChiOOSG Food at 
Roasdnablo Pricos
EnidNiid:24>i1ciiv$aiad9fir ■
IN THE BEACON HAZA JALL i%
232t :Bcacol1Avt)^ : Sidney
Ui:





(tt»«ii,<Mii« (iMi'SiWlli......... ' , , U*n (liitk hilh'ltfiitl
SttilBEACON SIDNEY
daily 1:1,JNCit: SPECIAL 




Fine Canadian & Chineso Food 
" ^:"D1NE IN OUR TAKE' QUTT^ 




Difiniwuud Sliuppiitg i'laa 1 
: Homfistyie Cooking ft Baking 
at Oiii rashlonod Pricos ’





The Breentwood branch of the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Library closed early this week for 
the move to its new location on 
1225 Clarke Drive, off West 
Saanich Road in Brentwood.
Library staff members an­
ticipate the new branch will be re­
opening by Dec. 24, and patrons 
are requested to keep their books
until then if possible, or to return 
them in the book drop at the new 
library.
Because the move coincides 
with the holiday season, there 
will be an amnesty period from 
Dec. 28 to -Ian. 1 when no fines 
will be charged for overdue 
library books.
APFEARINQ IN THE L0UN6E











Hanging tree hit by storm threatens traffic on West Saanich 
Road. Keith Siithcrluiul Photo
In spite of warnings, publicity 
and threats of punishment, some 
people, will still drink and drive 
this holiday season.
T: Take the following pfecautibns :: 
to protect :;yourself l and: your 
family from impaired drivers:
• Wear your safety belt, and 
make sure everyone else in the car 
does the .same. If you are in an 
accident, your chances of sur­
vival are far greater if you are 
re.strained.
* Use a child restraint for 
sbabies and toddlers; (Make: sure ,,: 
the restraint is installed according 
to the manufacturer’s in­
structions.) If you donT have a 
restraint, buckle the lap belt over 
;the :child’s :hips. .Hblding^^^
in; your lap in NOT an effective 
substiiufe,
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS — Tuesday to Friday 
DINNERS — From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday) 
SUNDAY BRUNCH
12328 Harbour Road; 
:;sidpYi’8.Cr: FOR RESERVATIONS Wmmm.
Keep your
eyesrrioving and f: \vatch for 
potential hazards. Be prepared to 
take eyasive action if necessary;
* Be alert for the telltale sighs 
of : a drunk : driver: drifting 
between lanes, driving slowly and 
: folllowing;the centre lin ,
reacting: : slovvly: ; Or^^ ':i^ 
propriatcly to traffic signals, or 
driving at excessive speed.
: Also watch out foiv the driver
whose windows are wide open in : 
coldweather or who is oblivious 
to other traffic, staring straight 
ahead with hands clenched firmly: V 
:on:the; stee'ringwheeL;'
If you are close enough to 
recognize the; symptorhs, you’re;: T ;- 
too close for your own safety, 
warns BCAA. Put as much 
distance as you can between 
yourself and the erratic driver, , 
even if it means changing'your 
route of pulling over to the side 
of the road to leTthe car pass.
• Whenever possible, report 
obviously drunk drivers to the 
police for their own and others’ 
protection.
® Don’t accept a ride with a 
person .who has beeh drinking. If 4: 
necessary V calf a cab.
®:When possible, avoid the 
most dangerous driving times ■— : 
weekend nights between 10 p.m. 
and 3 a.rn. are among the worst.
• Don’t let: a drunk friend 
drive.
• If you .have had too much to
drihb, only time will bycrcorrie 4 
the alcohol’s affects on: your 
system. BGAA rccorn mends
.waiting at least an hour; befbre ; 
you drive for every drink con- 
sitmcd."
■OKfUfilHHI
I'wo I'lags an; missing frorn oiiiside Sidney lown htill and ad 
nisiralor Cieoff Logan would like io know where Ihcy arc.
FRIDAY DECEMBEli 31.
Dpnco io Chpilal CitY RAmblors Cnunlry anti Bliifl Grtiss i;
NEWvEmfEVEFARrr




'Ihe flags- were gn'K- Monday mnining, -■ oveti though lliey’d been 
securetl witii a cliain and p:idlock. Logan said they’d been taken 
before which i.s wliy council went to some effort to keep them safe, but 
thieves cut itic chain with bolt eutteis.
Ihtt flat's are coMlv -- even without being siulen, wear iind teat and
::thc:eleiuchtS1'et:|iin:e ihbrn:to'be ^replaced':™'A;ii(liit4Ttiurc11\blpYii;ni\g;:;' 
ami Gariadiati flag will go up every iiutming and come down every 
evening and go inside for wcekeiuls, l.ogan said. 
■'■;''S';4;:q3te'fVifL-'4'lrtg-Aytisn*(’ ■isibiei'iY;-~.;'iL'’:w{tH' 'ra(')pcd;4ii'(;)'und 'Wires’'and
NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY AND 
ACCOMMODATION <95.00/coui>i«
':;;;:::lnipbssible;lb'gct;dbvifiv;A1(|aiVwhi!e,;iT:mTY6n'o )<;npws;:W|i« 
gs arc, I ogan would like to kiu'w,
$115.00/c®iipW
LIMITED TO SO CnUCLESL :
« RESERVi EARLY, TICKET SALES ONLY
y.i'f,*'' I j'i V ■ 7,vV'"''4]'< ,'■( u'/.l ril'4
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Sidney
Provincial Court
---------------------------- t.th::--- - - - -
Daniel Williams Pedersen, 19, 
of Saturna Island and Robinson 
Arthur Woodey, 30, 914 North 
End Rd. in Ganges were each 
fined $100 after they pleaded 
guilty to possession of marijuana 
last Thursday in Sidney 
provincial court.
Logan Grant Miles, 61, of 
Pender Island was fined $200 
Tuesday for having a blood 
alcohol level over .08 and Robert 
Samuel Moore, 44, of Brentwood 
Bay, was fined $300 after he 
pleaded guilty to driving with no 
insuranee.
Getting married, 
engaged, going on 
holiday or 
just returned from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would like 
your social news printed tree 
under the Peninsula People 




Judy Aitkin and children enjoy Christmas carols at Ceniral Saaiiich Lions annual Christmas 









Open Every' Day At 11 A.M
SIDNEY









'‘Try Us - You'll Like It"
Diiae In - Take Out
652-3622
Central Saanich council will 
give a long hard look at becoming 
involved in the Capital Region 
Economic Development Tiom- 
mission this year at a cost of 
;T$ 1 ■ 975.
The matter will be debated and 
: i ri V e s t i g a t e d d u r i n g T e g u 1 a r- 
^ deliverations in the weeks 
■vL ,',to come.'
Mayor Dave Hill argued in 
flavour of beirig involved in the 
T coinmissioiT saying a regional 
approach to economic planning is 
important. He stiid because of the 
agricultural industry in Central 
Saanich there is room for ex­
pansion and development in the 
industrial park of related 
businesses such as canning, 
produce handling and marketing.
He explained the role of the
• commission is to-have an overall - 
look at the area and try to attract 
new business and larger ^
manufacturing companies to the ^
region.
Total budget of the com- #
mission' this year is $100,000 of ^
which half is itrovincially funded ^
and the remainder is municipally 1^
funded. ^
Finance committee chairman ^
—- Aid. Eric Lewis suggested council ^
look at the budget , :b
MIDNITE GOURMET BUFFET 
PARTY FAVOURS 




'T : TRIDAY 
PECpBERSlst 






Children and adults enjoyedffihe peifortnance hy Epiiri^The badger before ^ 
Seasons Theatre while awaiting Santa's (fnlvai:Saturday at comntitting 1 any ftinds btii Aid. ^
Sanschafldll. the event ivas sponsored Ity Sidney Retail Myr- Ron Cullis said it : would be ■ fe
chahtsc Miirfay 8!iarra<f I*hoIo T*0*^’^^yAvcl! spent if we get even 
, one business back ib the'area.’’;, >
. managemeii%:and: AA 
'staff of the Peacock 
::RestaurahtEA^^:'''y





MONDAY TO THURSDAY 4:30 p.m. • 10:00 p.m 
FRIDAY A SATURDAY 4:40 p.m. - t:30 o.m. 
SUNDAY 4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
.'E\s
all
anii all tlie best iu 1983.













NEW ALL NATURAL HERBS DIET
IT’S EASY AND IT WORKS
CALL 656-5245
May you have a 
happy Christmas 
Holiday with family 
and friends. Thanks 




FROM THE SERVICE DEPARTMEMT 
STAFF OF
ARCHER-WEISNER TV
Please note: WE will be 
CLOSED UNTIL DEC. 29th
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE
Councii is accepting applications from persons interested in serving on the
following comittees;': ^ ■ V ; / ; :
3 members to Advisory Planning Commission 
;1 member to Board of Variance^;
>'.2 members to Heritage Advisory Committee;;
: 4 members to Environmental: Advisory'Commission 
; i ; member to Family ,Court Committee
Jhteresteci persons should forward Their : names to MrEiEvAr Greern.Clerk- 
■Administrator, North Saanich :Municipal ,Hall, 1620 Mills:Roa^^^





For your tremendous 
response to our new 
business.
WE wish everyone a 
Merry Christmas and 
a Happy & Prosperous 
Mew Year
It is very much ‘
appreciated —
Sidney professional dry cleaners : ^1 
2349 Beacon - G56-9555
1: i behind'Scotiabank:'-^'kitty'corner to'Safewayii;.





Harry .lerome — Canada’s 
famous gold medallist runner 
who died Dec. 7 of a brain seizure 
— last visited Sidney in June, 
calling on his grandmother, Mrs. 
M. C. Sumpton, 655 Wain Road.
He could only stay for a day 
because he was on a business trip 
to Victoria but he always found 
time to visit his grandmother.
“Harry was a happy-go-lucky 
person, loved by everyone. He 
will be greatly missed by me 
especially,” Mrs. Sumpton says.
Jerome’s great talent for 
running was first discovered 
when he was watching a baseball 
game. He vvas yelling at a player, 
encouraging him to run faster 
and the player shouted back. If 
you can do better, you should 
try, hesaid.
Harry did just that, says Mrs. 
Sumpton.
In 1960 in Saskatoon, Jerome 
ran the 100 metres in 10 seconds 
flat, equalling the mark set by 
Armin Hary of Germahy. In 1962 
he ran 100 yards in 9.2; seconds, 
equalling the world mark set by 
Frank Budd of New York and 
matched by sprinter Bob Hayes. :
And in 1966 Jerome: bettered 
: his own time, running 100 yards 
inj 9.1 seconds^: Hayes : also 
" bettered his time: to 9.1E :
Prince:
Albert, Sask.i, but spent most, of 
, 1 his life, bn: the North Shore in 
Vancouver; He later:: attended:
■ school in ^ Oregon, while on a : 
Canadian scholarship, and 
received most of his training 
there.
In the 1964 Olympics in Tokyo 
Jerome won a bronze in the 100 
metres, finishing in 10.2 seconds.
In the 1966 Commonwealth^::
=. * d'it 1
■ i Eh
I?
Jerome, after winning gold medal in J966 Common wealth Games itf Kingston, Janiaica.
Games in Kingston, Jamaica, he 
earned a gold medal. In the latestj
1968 Olympics in Mexico city 
Jerome reached the final and 
finished seventh.
‘‘Harry was never a quitter, he 
never gave up,” says Mrs. 
Sumpton. “The name of the 
game for Harry was running. He 
was born lo run, it was his first 
love.”’
Harry’s grandfather, Mrs. 
Sumpton’s :first husband, :also:v 






Peninsula Eagles looked a little 
: shaky:: in the: Tirst; :perioci, r but - 
came roaring back in the next 
two, blasting Saanich 10-3 in a 
. Bantam :: :Rep. hockey game 
piayed last Th ii rsday at Pearkes 
::'Afena.^'':'''.,
:: Saanich:: looked impressive :in 
ihq: first period® holding a 3-0 
:kad, but: failed: to : score 
throughout the remainder of the 
game.JThe Eaglps on the other: 
'haiicl had no trouble scoring^ 
fi 11 i ng t he n et :101 i mes; fou r goal s 
in the second period and Six in the 
: third;.:,
Oiltstanding: player.s for tlie 
Eagles wcre Steve Gttcwell, John 
Hermsen and Todd Scaber.
Paul German purhped four 
goals to lead Harbour Texaco to 
a 7-3 victory over Cornish’s in 
Bantam House League action 
over the weekend. Harbour 
Texaco \yith 11 points:remains in 
second :place, one game; back of, 
first;place and three points up bn 
third place Cornish’s.
Jn ol her® weekend games; first 
place: Sidney: Movers® had their: 
®!iands full with last place Radio 
Sliack but managed to edge them 
:':4-3. .T'.' ’c.
In :pce-wcc House League 
action All Bay Marine dumped 
Sidney Bakery 7-3 and 
Ellehammer doubled Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods 6-3.
League standings: arc as 
follows:® All ®; bay : marine 15 
points, Sidney Bakery 12 points, 
Harvey’s Sporting: Goods 11 
points and Fvllchammer 6 points, 
■fhe Peninsnia Minor (lockcy
Buso.'i In the Capital Region Transit System will 
operate over the holiday season as follows;
Frlciny, Docembor ?.A 
Saturday, Chriaimns Day 
: Sunday, Boxing Day 
f:'"M6'ndby,®Ct0comber"27''\'^^ 
Tuesday, December 2fl 
' Friday,:.,Dece:rnb0r' 3,1: 
Saturday, New yeaCis Pay 








: Holiday seryice 
® Sunday serUice 
VVeekday service
FREE Rides • New Year’s Eve
Ride the buses for PREEr New Vea 
from 7 p.m. until apprpxlrnatoly::2:3p a.riD: 
Pick up a special New Year's Eve
timetable, available bn the buses ...brcRll 





I CApitAl Hoflionni District
'lii
Assbbiation ® Bantam House 
League All-Star Tournament 
sponsoreci®by Block Bros: Realty, 
Sidney, wilf be held Dec, 28®arid 
29 at Panorama Leisure Centre.
; : On Tuesday afternobn,: Dec. 
28, game one :will feature 
Peninsula playing Oak Bay at 
3:40 p.m., Juan dc Fuca against 
Saanich ®at : 4;45 p.m.® and 
Peninsula;;hosting .luan de Fuca 
at 5:50 p.m. yTuesda:^ night at 
6:55 p.m: Oak Bay will play 
Saanich, Pchinsula plays Saanich 
at" 8 pirn, and at; 9:05 .pan. Oak: 






jConsolaiion final 'will be played 
with Ihird and fourth teams 
compciing and the championship 
fi ha 1, fca luring fi rsi and second 
place teams will beghf ni 4:40
■roSMMMttmWBWI
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By Wendy Laing
Panorama Leisure Centre was 
constructed for the enjoyment of 
the community, thus services 
exted to all with programs in­
cluding facilities for the han­
dicapped.
Taking a plunge in that 
wonderful water is an excellent 
form of relaxatjon. Each 
Saturday from 11:30 a.rn. - 1 
p.m. is our rehabilitation swim. 
Lanes are roped off for those 
who enjoy swimming lengths 
with ample space to paddle about 
in. ■
For many people all thoughts of 
handicapped sessions end in the 
pool. Through a system called 
teachable mentally handicapped.
Panorama has developed a 
superb session in the arena.
The program is in its second 
season and has proved to be 
extremely successful, so 
Panorama is continuing it now 
and during the New Year.
Physically and meiually 
handicapped students attending 
Keating elementary and Stelly’s 
school arc brought together in 
TMH for various activities. In 
conjunction with the centre, they 
take part in a skate session 
Wednesday mornings from 9-10 
■"a.m. ■■
The great importance of such a 
program is the social aspect 
involved. Each student follows
through the steps of preparing to 
skate (selecting boot sizes, etc.) 
independantly — acts we often 
take for granted.
On the ice, skating skills are 
taught from standing on the 
surface to mobility.
Brenda Philip, instructor for 
TMH notes this sport is highly 
valuable for students as it aids co- 
ordination, balance and good 
posture.
Sole purpose of the session is 
to help organize a social setting 
and to create a feeling of 
acheivemcnl.
It’s Philip’s favorite class each 
week. '‘The attitudes of the 
handicapped surpass those of 
other students who just don’t
have that incredible will to 
learn,” she explains.
With teacher Dodie Hooper 
filling in occasionally, demon­
stration and communication 
milestones have been reached.
Brenda couldn’t give enough 
praise to the ‘‘para-professions 
who act as aids to the students.”
Often during the week Dad 
doesn’t really get enough time 
with his small fry. Starting Jan. 9 
and each Sunday thereafter is 
father-and-son-hockey. Back by 
ijopular demand the session is
Fri., Dec. 24tli 
(8:00 p.m.)
Christmas Eve 
Carol - Candlelight Service
Sat., Dec. 25th (11:00 a.m. 
Christmas Day
Service ol Carols and Lessons
Sun., Dec. 26th (11:00 a.m.) 




Rev. Dennis J. Paap
Church Phone: 656-2721 i 1;:
Office Phone: 656-7484
May the Lhrisl Child bestowl V '' Z"
Hi.s pcact* upt)ii YOU ami >()ur.s during this Holy Season ^
from 2 p.m., regular ad-
re?
Cow manure, straw, wood 
chips and industrial sludge could 
be the ingredients for the food of 
the future — tasty, nutritious 
fungus chips.
Dr. Murray Moo-Young of the 
University of Waterloo uses these 
apparently unsavoury ingredients 
in manufacturing his new syn­
thetic food.
formation on his research.
One British Columbia com­
pany has decided to build a pilot 
production plant near Vancouver 
using the Waterloo technology.
Enivrocon Ltd., a firm of 
engineering consultants and 
environmental researchers, say 
they’ll feed the fungi on pulp mill 
sludge to produce a protein
He mixes his potpourri of supplement for animal food,
wastes in enormous vats. Then he which they’ll try out on cattle,
throws billions of minute edibie 
fungi into the resulting rrtush.
The fungi feed on the mixture 
and rapidly grown to three times 
their original size. After the fungi 
have died. Dr. Mpo-Young dries 
them and turns them into edible 
chips that he says taste like yeast.
He plans to conduct more 
research to determineHhe food’s 
nutritional value and at­
tractiveness for people.
Dr. Moo-Young canT say how 
big a rnarket there is for the 
fungus chips, but more than 500
companies tfr the
world t haiye requested^ i
Successful experiments have 
already been conducted on rats 
and poultry.
Canadian Research Magazine 
reports that the pulp and paper 
industry disposes of 400,000 tons 
of waste ‘ sludge a year at an 
annual cost of $8 million. The 
sludge could be converted into 
,200,000 tons of protein worth $60 
:■ "million."'
[Canadian Science Ne ws]
mission. Each group will be split 
into age categories for an energy- 
packed liour.
The games arc non-contact 
with arena staff supervising. 
Helmets and sticks are required 
with elbow and knee pads 
recommended. Family skate is 
.scheduled just before the games, 
so one can catch a few minutes in 
ihaf session, before engaging in 
the fantastic hockey program.
Staff at Panorama Leisure 
Centre hope your holiday is filled 
with fitness, food and festivities. 
The centre has caught the spirit 
of the sea.son —- drop in and take 
a look! Merry Christmas and best 
wishes of a safe and happy New 
Year., "v ‘
Getting married, 
engaged, going on 
holiday or
just returned from a trip? Or 
have you had visitors staying 
with you? If you would like 
your social news printed tree 
under the Peninsula People 











Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRi. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30





Airplanes will soon be bom­
bing Oritaribforests^^w 
hamburger ; in ■ order to fight f 
'''':rabies.
y, Wild foxes are the priricijile 
reservoir of the rabies virus in 
Ontario; they give it to domestic 
animals who may then pass the 
disease on to hurnans.
Last fall Ontario con-y 
seryatidnists tested a scheme to 
deliver anti-rabies vaccine to the 
; foxes. Ministry of i Naturaf^^^^^: 
Resources aircraft dropped 
120,000 twenty-eight gram (one 
ounce) meatballs laced with the 
antibiotic tetracycline.' The 
ictracycline stained the teeth of 
the foxes eating the mcaiv 
When scientists examined the 
rnouths of loxcs (rapped in the 
test area they found that almost 
70 per cent of thcnvhadjeatcn the 
,,, hundquts.
conservationists will v v 
i drop liamburgcr containing an ;
will linnntnizcd ilie loxcs-and' ;
;lower the incidence y(>f tlie y 
disca.se.
Canadian Science News EAjT-::
CANADA GRADE‘A’BEEF
CH y cn mms um umsis (boneless) 
BLAHE €mm sums (boneless)
Wmm BEEF STEW ■

























BEEF^CHICKEN,250g .V; . .v^ 
FLETCHER'S
GARLICRINGzsog.::.;.
FLETCHER'S PURE PORK ^ ^ ^ ^
SAUSAGE MEATsoog
OUR OWN BRAND BEEF
SAUSAGE MEAT.
SCHNEIDER’S OLD FASHIONED 

























Lower Vancouver Island Horse 
:Club held its annual wind U)) 
y banquet Nov. 26 at the Central.
: Saanich Lions Hnll. ; After the
avyatds'-ceremony,bulTetlv 
supper was served followed by 
dancing to canned music 
;;;:y7pn)vided^by::Larry;Scbwazer.:,'’t:K::'::r^ 
louring the evening rnembers of 
Ihc tiliib prkenterr prBi 
Ali'S.'.V: SusattVrGiirnoW';,iw'iih:'.''ay':'' 
bonqtiet of roses, along: witIv her 
very own hobliy hor.se.
'7:: Junior.: jncmbct$':Dr:T|jc:club'':v,^ 
pre.seutcd their junior leatler with 
a silver necklace In reicognhibn dr
work-lui thcbafi "
l>eoplc who have donated per-
petuaj: :irbphics»:J6::;lhcTltib,:_Wcs\^:
■':mciii:rl)crs :ate„ now t)eingSi4cccpied',
HEINZDILL









































1 ORANGES FACIAL TISSUE
1 $K qa
1 BOX 200’* OO box
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TOWN OF SIONEY
NOTICE m 1
The Town Hail will be closed during the Holiday Season and 
the following days:
Monday, December 27th, 1982 
Tuesday, December 28th, 1982 
Monday, January 3rd, 1983
REFLEXOLOGY




Although alcohol and drug 
abuse are more common among 
Indians than among other 
Canadians, Reginald Smart and 
Carolyn Liban of Toronto’s 
Addiction Research Foundation 
have collected evidence the 
problems are due to Indians’ 
social situation, not to any in­
born tendencies.
Dr. Smart and his colleagues at 
the ARF surveyed the use of 
drugs and alcohol by Indian and 
non-Indian students living in 
Ontario.
When the students were 
matched for geographical and 
socio-economic (class) 
background the researchers 
found little difference in drug use 
between Indians and other 
students.
The study shows that young 
Indians who live in cities and who 
stay in school have no greater 
problems with drugs and alcohol 
than other students.
Other studies, which seemed to 
show a tendency to alcoholism 
among Indians, have compared 
Indians on reserves to whites 
living in cities. Dr. Smart 
suggests that such studies, in 
comparing people of completely 
different class backgrounds, have 
overlooked economic and social 
conditions which might lead to 
different patterns of alcohol and 
drug use.
In the ARF survey almost 
5,000 students aged 13 to 19were 
questioned. Sixty-four Indian 
students \vere asked their father’s 
occupation, region where they 
lived, age grade in school and
sex.
The self-reported use of driigs 
and alcohol by these students was 
compared to that of 64 non- 
Indian students who matched 
them in all categories.
The researchers found that 
almost one-fifth of the 128 
matched students drank alcohol 
more than once a month. About 
15 per cent of them had used 
cannabis (marijuana) more than 
10 times. The only significant 
difference between the Indians 
and the matching non-Indians 
was the Indians’ tendency to 
“binge-drinking”.
The Indians did ;not drink 
more alcohol per month than the
others but they were more likely 
to drink a lot at one time.
The survey also showed that 
more than two-thirds of Ontario 
students had used alcohol in the 
12 months preceding the survey; 
almost a third had used cannabis; 
about one in 10 had taken LSD 
and one in 50 had tried heroin.
These results were not a 
surprise to Dr. Smart. “We 
survey drug use in Ontario every 
two years. There was an increase 
in the use of alcohol and cannabis 
in 1979. The levels stayed about 
the same in 1981 with a slight 





A request by the Central 
Saanich Lions Club to hold a 
beer garden during Central 
Saanich Days July 30, 31 and 
Aug. 1 Was given approval by
council Monday night, subject to 
other necessary approvals.
The event will be held in 
Centennial Park.
A local man was caught red- 
handed by police inside the 
Odyssia Restaurant, 5th St., 
Sidney, around 5:20 a.m. 
Saturday.
Charged with break and enter 
is William Garden Towle, 24, 
Sidney. Towle was taken to 
Victoria by RCMP Saturday and 
was to appear in provincial court 
that same day.
RCMP Const. Braithwaite was 
on routine property check when 
he noticed the door of the 
restuarant slightly ajar, which led 
Tto;the arrest. 'T:
The night before police were 
not as successful, with burglers 
eluding them after they ■ were 
called to investigate noises at 
North Saanich Marina, 
McDonald Park: Rd. around 1:05 
a.m. Friday.
Suspects dropped a box of 
stolen property after police gave 
chase. It is not known if all the
V f ' -wtrt f W: a *•£»>»>*»i f' nproperty was recovered and 
RCMP are .still investigating.
' In other police news:
•There were two other break- 
ins reported. A house in the 2200 
block on Dolphin Rd., North 
Saanich, was forcibly entered 
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Monday and a quantity of 
household and personal property 
was stolen. A house in the 8900 
block, Mainwaring Rd., North 
Saanich was broken into between 
10:45 p.m., Friday and 3:10 p.m. 
Saturday. Both breakins are still; 
under investigation by RCMP.
seven
reported motor vehicle accidents , 
we re investigated by RCM P ^ five 
of them involving drinking and 
driving. Criminal' charges are 
pending in two of these cases.
•Random vehicle checks are 
continuing; oh main and 
vseconciary : thofbughfares- 
; throughout the Sidney-North; 
Saanch f area. iResidehts arei 
requested to contact police if 
they observe vehicles being 
operated in such a manner that 
they suspect drivers may be under 
of alcohol.
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Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse The 
stockings were hung the chimnep with care, inhopes
that soon would be there. TTle children
:;■ v were nestled all shag WMIg
^yySugurpimmsr.dnnoedlm-tkeir/Bed^^
^ her kerchief and I in my cop hod just settled ddivn^^
long winter's nap
.. ^flPsh,, tore
open the shutters, and threw up the sash. The moon on the breast of the 
new-fallen snow gave a luster of midday to objects below, when, what to 
my ‘wondering eyes should appear, but a 
miniature sleigh, and eight tiny reindeer,




I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick. More rapid than eagles his 
coursers they come. And he whistled and shouted, and colled them by
'mdrhe;yM&m4i}&sBer!4Mc^w0aim0'^fP^W^^
■BMzen!'TG"the4top:^ofihe'pohckT^^^^^
;mqMf M&w^^ddsit: 'G MJayfMashmwd0-:'3
when they meet wiMan obstacle, mdunt^M^ the
cpurserS:they^flewWitB.d::siMgEfiitf:€$;tBysi^£m
d twinkling, Lheordph the ropf Tile prancing and pa 
drerndn ^my d^dpond was darning;dround,^:'Bowm^^^
d'i
head tohis foot, -_________
he 'had flung on his bock, and he looked like dpeddler just operiing his^^p^
how they twinkled! His dimples how merry. His cheeks 
wer^ikm roses, his nose li^^^^^ 
mouth was drawn up like a bow, and^^t^^^ 
chinwdddswhiteastM^^^^ 
tight in his teethp q^ 
like a wreqthy^ 
hdlly thads^^ 
and plumpfdri:




nothjng to dread. He spoke pptd wpddybuhw^
'; to his work, And fHied ail ihe st€nckinsr% then turned with a 
jerk0nd laying his
chimney he rose. He sprang to his s/eigh, to his team gaved whisd^^^ 
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For the
Special Gal
We have a great selection of dresses, gowns & 
sportswear for the festive season . . .
See our Special Selection 











SMALL ANIMALS ® BIRDS ® FISH 
KITS 8i CAGES
AQUARIUMS Accessories
REmEMSERMPETS ARE FOR LIFE 
NOT JUST FOR CHRISTMAS
mon. TO TMUHS & sat. 9:30 ■ 5:30 
miDAY 9:30 - 6
epCON PLAZA^ 2317 BEACON AVE:^ S1DN)EY
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Black,. Brown J 1and Grey Suede H | 
.Loalhorv
NOT ALL STYLES IN OAK BAY STORE 
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Phone lines washed out on West Saanich Rd. near Pat Bay.
Hydro crew working on line.
Mr hdathmses at^edaf Grove Marina valued htSSsUOO each
winds around SiSO a,tm Thursday. Pight hdafs received mhufr dunuige estimated at $8^000
total when hodtlwuses toppled dver^
Hugh waves from Pat Bay rolled over West Saanich Rd, forming small lakes around houses.
= 'f Nhirruy SliarraJI Pht»l<b
Wind velocities recorded 
Thursday and Saturday were by 
no means the worst on record on 
the Saanich Peninsula, but 
something special must have hit 
the Ardmore area, where damage 
exceeded anything veteran B.C. 
Hydro linemen could remember 
since a hurricane came through in 
1962.
Strongest gust recorded at Pat 
Bay Airport was at 85 kilometres 
per hour out of the south- 
southwest at 6:03 a.m. on 
Thursday. Saturday’s strongest 
gust was 67 kilometres per hour, 
at 9:10 p.m.
On both October 12 and 13, in 
1962, gusts at the airport ex­
ceeded 90 miles (145 kilometres) 
per hour.
B.C. Hydro reported that as 
many as 10,000 homes were 
without power in the lower Island 
at the same time on Thursday as 
trees and branches were blown 
down across power lines 
everywhere.
The Saanich Peninsula was hit 
hardest, and Ardmore the 
hardest of all, with up to a dozen 
trees down across lines in a single 
.block.
On Braemar, Cleneng and 
Cromarty Avenues many of the 
poles vyere stripped bare by a 10- 
minute gust parly Thursday 
morning, transformers as well as 
wires coming down.
Work on much of the mess 
could not even begin for hours or 
C days until main circuits leading 
into the area were repaired.
With five and six-man crews 
working 16-hour shifts, and some 
-'.work ..continuing around the ■ 
'clock, power was restored to the 
last street, Dalkeith, by noon 
Saturday. That afternoon a big 
tree blown over a main line 
blacked out the area again, but 
only for a few hours.
one maj or area: 
on the peni nsula where people 
still depend oh electricity for their ;
; water supply, with each 
household pumping from its own 
well. The area was also without 
telephones until Friday af- 
■:4ernoon:::t;^,;'vr,'V^
Damage was also severe on 
Wain Road, George Aylard had 
to depend on a generator run off 
a tractor to milk his 90 cowst 
Power was back on there at 4:45 
p.m. Friday. Damage was also 
heavy at Deep Gove.
Four boathouses at Cedar 
Grove Marina in Tsehum 
Harbour were upended by a gust 
at about 5:30 a.m. Thursday, 
doing damage to eight boats. The 
boat houses were worth about 
$5,000 each, and damage to tlie 
boats was 
aboiu $8,000.
^ Sidney RCMP Thursday and ; 
Friday received reports of seven v 
missing dinghies; from eight to 13 
feet in lengthy and also reports of 
several boats and dinghie 
recovered ud ri ft wh ich ltdvc npl 
i been reported missing.
At Brentwood Bay a 26-foot 
sailboat sank and there was 
damage to tltc Bretnwood Inn. 
Along V^espr^
( around Patricia Bay waves roljcd.; 
over the road; creatiitg small 
lakes on the far side, and wa-sltcd ; 
away the shore so telephone poles 
fell down, The hydro poles were 
on the other side of the road . J 
Only one vehicle was reported 
hit by a falling tree, a vaiv 
belonging to Colin KnigHt, 2736; 
;;';;lsland','.;'yicw.''.' ■'Road was v
driving west in the l ;t)00 block of 
Sluggct Road in Brentwood at the 
begin ni ng 0 f the Thu r sd ay s t of in 
when a 60*fooi cedan tree, two: 
feet Thick; ;camc down on the 
vehicle^ doing ■ about $3,1^ 
j .damage. Hc..was nptutjuycd. yy/;'
■'■v North'; Saanich;' ;• mayor; .■>• J ay
';.':'.;/Ra..ngcl;:.;co'mplitnentcd'''yB,C,:'
Hydro erew! and mimieipal rind 
/■■'highways'.'^''deparimcnt ,:'crc\yf ;fpr" 
the work done In ihc cleamip. 
v;.Hc;;;.cdmmentcd';;tha'i’'.i.Nocthi 
■■. .■'Saah'icitiHJOplp'ciioosetp.live'in«".■' 
wooded areay so this sort of thing 
could happen any year. People 
; ready with alternatives
to electric power, such as 
kerosene stoves and candles, he 
said.
Weeding out some trees and 
possibly some re-routing of the 
distribution might be considered, 
he suggested, but as long as there 
was overhead wiring there would 
be outages.
Hydro brought in three crews 
from the Mainland and Nanaimo 
and also used private contractors. 
At 7:15 a.m. on Thursday they 
had nine major circuits out, ant 
at the peak of the repair job there 
were 45 linemen working at one 
time.
For several thousand homes 
power was resored as soon as 
branches or trees were cleared 
from main circuits and the circuit 
breakers put back in, but some 
others had to await not only re­
wiring of their own street, but
private repairs to wires on their 
property as well.
Many temporary outages were 
caused not by new damage, but 
because power had to be cut off 
before repaired circuits could 
safely be re-connected.
Most areas had power by 
Saturday afternoon,when a new 
storm blacked a lot of them out 
again. It also halted ferries to 
Tsawassen after 3 p.m.
Some of the repair work is only 
temporary, and re-wiring will go 
on for weeks.
While it was the gusts that did 
the damage it was the sustained 
wind speed that broke records. 
On Dec. 14, 16 and 18 average 
wind exceeded 22 kilometers an 
hour for a 24-hour period. 
Previous December record was 
17.7.""
Mr. S. Claus 
Genera! Delivery
North Pole , ^
Dear Sir;
Re: Your proposed activities on the night of Dec. 24-25, 1982 — 
and your potential liabilities.
This letter is to confirm our discussion by telephone wherein 
you advised us of the activities you are planning for Dec. 24-25,
• 1982 and requested that we provide you with a legal opinion as
Pursuant to your instructions, we have provided the following
Fl 1. We understand-that you plan on entering many homes in :
- the early morning hours of Dec. 25, 1982 and that your usual .. 
method of gaining entry is by way of the chimney. We must 
counsel you that without clear permission from the occupant of 
each home you "enter, you ;may find yourselfv charged with w 
“Breaking and Entering’’ or at least“Being unlawfully in a 
Dwclling-Hduse’’ pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal 
Code of Canada, Sections 306 and 307,
Please note that we have discussed this matter with police 
authorities and they have advised us that they feel is unlikely any 
charges would be laid.
2. We have been informed, by a very reliable source, that once 
you have entered the above-described homes, your clothes are 
often covered with soot.
§ Please be careful! While it is unlikely the home owners will 
; i press criminal cliarges against you for breaking and entering and 
;; Ihc like, you mayT’ind they will be seeking to recover from you 
r for damages you caused to their furniture and rugs as a result of 
1;; your soiled condition.
lo our notes, wc see you plan to use a sleigh 
pulicci by eight tiny reindeer. May we suggest that you consider
II using alternate transportation. The use of eight tiny reindeer lo 
pull a large sleigh carrying tons of presents and yourself (and
# :yoi.i are no light vycight Mr., Clause) may be a breach of, thC; ■ ;«■ , 
provisions of the Prevention of Cruelty to.Animals Act of
alilhorized acents of the Societv for llie ;
r-:.;,;; ...Prevci
This wolild clearly put you ill a bad position “up the creek 
without a paddle," so to .speak.
4. Thcie arcT ' ^ ■ -
iciiideor and a slcigli in addition lo the risk of suiizurc of your 
reindeer. We have heard report.s that you land your sleigh on 
roof lops, raising quiie a claller, which often causes people lo 
spring from ilieir beds to sec whal is the maitcr,
Please be aware liial by so doing, you are undoubtedly in 
breach of numerous Municipal Noise Abatcrncnl bylaws and 
may find yourself the subject of a fine for the noise you create 
during tlie early morning horns on Dee. 25.
We also draw your attention to Section 17.3 of the Criminal 
Code of Canada ^Trespassing at Night"; everyone wlto, 
without lawful C.XCUSC, proof of which lies upon him, loiters or
of another person near a dwelling
hniKSfiXltniit/^fl nn tlinl nronprfv k nniltv nf An ’ F v i i
5, Wc must also remind you, Mr; Claus, That as you arc 
^ operating liour sleigh in Canadian air .space, y6ur sleigh must, 
be licenced and have a certificate of air worihincs.s and you 
yourself must he the iioldcr of a valid pilot’s license ptirsuant to 
il'jc provisions; of the Na Transport Act and the Air
6.;Finally, we understand thal cm Dec; 25; 1982; you plan lo 
; visit not only CJanadiaiy homes but those in every other country 
aiouml ilu: woild. We" that you have already made
ni rangements to have the necessary visas, As well as having your 
passport in order so that you may pass through CuAorns and f , 
> immigraiioh with mirtlmal delay.
Please ertsure that you report at a pori of entry in each 
country,
; Wc irust that the above sufficiently apprises you ol your legal
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I would like to declare Dec. 31 
of every year as relationship 
enhancement day. A day to 
retlect upon where we are, who 
we are, how we have related to 
others in the past year,how we 
have treated ourselves, and what
we expect in the future.
What is it that any person 
really ;needs for himself as 
opposed to what he or she really 
wants? Does one really need 
many of the things for which one 
strives?
I'ltnitl l-.tl Met uiin«li.iiir
TIM l,OWAN. aged 15. 
has h(!iai awarded Ihc 
(“lAY") ITXIHON MMM- 
X)RiAl, SCliOLARSillP 
lo ;itl(>nd SI. Michaels 
Universily School in Vic- 
. loriii.
The scholarship is donal- 
ecl by Mrs. Elsie Rey­
nolds as a livingmemor­
ial to h(!r brolher, Mr. 
Joseph 'I’aylor (‘']ay"| 
Ppgson, a long-lime 
': resideni of Vicloria.
'rim I.owan, Ihe son of 
Mr. & Mrs. [ohn I.owan,
, j of Vicloria, slood in :lhe ,
; . lop 3'K,/of all 'Gi'ade 9 
.studenls; across Canatja 
;V,' vvht) enlemd Ihi; IJniver- 
; ; sity\ of Waterloo Maths 
s Contest and he playedon 
; \SMU's : unbeaten^ Senior;.
!‘B’' rugby:Jeaiiy; .: 
w'hichrecently vyon ■ the ;- 
; 'Independent SchpolsV ■ 
'.:,-''',vtOLirnament.'
;b o n a f i o n s t o. S M U' s ;
" i yScholai'shii) ancl Bursai-y 
Funds are incomeda.x : 
ded Lie I i ble - a nd : a v far-' ;' 
^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V: i n:
Canada's future.
' . : For information contact;
. John Schaffter, M.A. 
(C041 592-2411
(Since 1903)
DELICIOUS FUESH BAKED COODS
How much of what one works 
for is in essence only ego or 
pride? How many things does 
one now possess — that they 
absolutely had to have — are now 
lying around forgotten, rusting, 
wasting? Do we eat so much 
we’re really on the verge of 
gluttony?
If one was to sit down and 
itemize all their expenses, how 
much could be cut by eradicating 
waste and being more frugal?
Think back to the un­
derstanding you had or thought 
you had with your partner when 
the relationship first flourished. 
How much has the total 
relationship changed? Is it just 
one partner that changed, or 
both? Was there opportunity for 
both to grow together even 
though the goals may have 
changed?
Do you now have mutual goals 
you are striving for together, or 
are there just a conglomeration 
of individual goals that may or 
may not fit together?
In V,'hat ways have you as an 
individual changed in regards to 
your attitude towards your 
partner? How does your partner 
treat you differently? Why?
What happened to those two 
individuals who were so much in 
love and devoted to each other? 
Does one think that they now
have more responsibilities than 
they did when they were 
struggling to get started with their 
first home, their first child, their 
first job?
Age should not make any 
difference, nor should the length 
of time you have been together; if 
, anything you should now be 
more comfortable \vith each 
Other and know exactly how to 
pleasure and please the other. 
You are probably more com­
fortable financially, and with the 
children being older, have more 
time for each other as Well as 
yourselves.
Look back on the mistakes you 
have made in your life; have they 
made you more tolerant of others 
making mistakes? If, in fact, you 
were forgiven for most, if not all, 
what is it that makes it so dif­
ficult to forgive others? To be 
more tolerant of people who live 
differently and have different 
ethics and beliefs from our own?
What is there about you ihat 
makes you think your way is the 
only way to do things?
Setting the last day of the year 
aside to contemplate what you 
have achieved in terms of
developing personal, in­
terpersonal and impersonal 
relationships and discussing them 
with those close to may provide 
the necessary catalyst for en­
suring a little more happiness in 
the next year. It’s like making 
and doing a new year’s resolution 
list with the emphasis on others 
rather than yourself. But the 
payoffs and yields will eventually 
be returned tenfold to you 
personally.
The creation of a great happy 
community would be more 
successful if vve paid less at­
tention to the happiness of the 
individual and focused more on 
the multitude.
Do yon have a problem, are 
yon concerned with the state of 
yoar marriage, the behaviour of 
your children? Do you need help? 
George Kurbatoff is a 
psychologist living in Central 
Saanich. As a community service, 
he invites letters from concerned 
readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly 
column. Write: George Kur­
batoff, c/o The Review, Sidney, 
P.O. BO.X2070, V8L2S5.
2507 BEACON AVE. Ph. 656-1012
TOWN OF SIDNEY
l0T!eE:0FW
Taxpayers are reminded of the Tax Prepayment plan jn effect.
You may pay your 1983 taxes (all or any part over $5.00) before you receive 
your:;Current::tax notice, by using the amount of taxes payable in the 
previous year.: When your currenl lax notice is issued, the prepayments and 
the balance due :Will be shown, C. : : “T ■ T ; " -
^payments receivedJn; January). ^ 6 per cerif allowed
Feburary - 5 per cent allowed 
March. - 4 per cent allowed 
April ■ 3 per cent allowed
Should any further information Oe required,; please telephone the Town,Hall 
at 656-1184.
' meels;:
The regular meeting of the 
ladies auxiliary to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital was held Dec.
; 14 at Brentwood United Church
with 57 members attending.
; Reports were^; heard from all 
committees, including one from 
Amy- A n s t e y r e g a r d i ri g t h e 
Vancouver Island regional area 
: confererice luncheon meeting. /
Politano, first prize — a han- 
dhooked rug; Debbie Hollads, 
second — handmade quilt and . 
pillow; J. E. Elliot, third — 
smocked dress. Next meeting will 
be held Jan. 11, new members 
welcome.
To wish you a happy 
Christmas, ; greetings from ; 
hoi\\ Himself and myself, iri 
the form of a very bad poem 
'"enfitlecl;,'': T; -Tv;,)
The Candle Maker, or 
Scrooge has gone a’missin’
Wax on the ceiling.
Wax on the floor.
Wax smoking on a burner,
. . a big sploi on the floor.
Getting married, 
tengaged, going dri 
holiday or
just returnee) from a trip?: dr 
have you Had yisilorsIstaying :
with you? If you would like 
; your social news printed free 
binder the Peninsula People 
heading, just call the editorial 
A department at
Some on a tea towel, 
and some on his pants, 
SomehbtpnhfSfingersf^:^^^^if 
: (You shpuld: have seen hirh f i 
dance!)
Wax on pot handles,
(We nearly had a fire!)
Himself’s making Christmas 
candles




Resthaven Drive is open 9 a.m. - 
4 p;m. weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m. 
evenings and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturday 
and Suiiday. : Lunches, teas, 
cqtTces, cards, lihrary, billiards; \ 
vvide arietyy; craft c 1 asses, 
fccreatiorial; activities, languages, 
trips, aridmore. If you are 60 or 
bcttci; SilverThreads would like 
to hear from you. Crill 656-5537. ;
Coming cventsI Dcc. 31 - New , 
Year’s Eve dinner dance; Jaii; 2 - 
Quarter Deck dinner; Dec. 25 - 
and 26, closed; Dec. 27, 28, Jan.
1,2, 3 open 1 - 4 p.m,.
TtOUATIELPET SHOfV^^
‘ Ydtii Ful's lliippmnsr. is Our Huslnmis. j
CANADA SAFEWAY -











■ ' Shoti & Boot Ifopalr
” REV'S flOOGIE SOUND CENTRE V
' fiiiiiji'S; prurris; Kobvohr(ls;
.)'V;,,y y'.i'.if AmpllllarS'f;L0SS0nS
Mil, MIKES ' G50-4B22
;■‘,Ci)mo fjtil a Roitf Moal :•)
V,,' NORGETOWNyT'';
Coin LtuiKtry • Dry.Cle.inlng-
Yoiif (Yimily 'SICird
6540-4414
^SHOPPERS DRUG MART 666-1002




. bifincv's Centriti Still Sorvo Stalioirr. ’^ v
1-SHIHTS UNLIMITED 656-7544
-4)nnigi'ieri Wum wudkiyi ‘
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New, free service
If you want general legal information on anything from traffic 
tickets to impaired driving, from getting a divorce to making a 
will — you can now get it by phone. And it’s free.
The British Columbia Branch of the Canadian Bar 
Association has announced the launching of a new public legal 
information service, appropriately called Z)/a/-o-Lfirw.
The phone-in information service is available to anyone in the 
province. You simply call the number and the Dial-a-Law 
operator will play a pre-recorded tape on any one of 75 legal
topics that you request.
The phone number is 687-4680, and those outside the Van­
couver area are to call collect. It costs you nothing.
The service is operated by the B.C. Branch — the professional 
association of B.C.’s 5,500 lawyers — and is funded by the Law 
Foundation of B.C.
Merrill Leckie, B.C. branch president, says the new service 








CAULIFLOWERS BROCCOLI ' 
CARROTS - ONIONS - SQUASH 
APPLES - CABBAGE - POTATOES etc.
AT FARM PRICES
2353 BEACON open ? days oFKovVsro?!!^
J
NEW YEAR’S PARTY
'‘Consumer Action, " a feature sponsored by this news­
paper and the British Columbia Ministry of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs, provides an opportunity for readers to 
solve marketplace problems or obtain answers to consumer- 
related questions. Address your queries to"Consumer 
Action. ” care of this newspaper, or contact the Ministry 
directly by writing to "Consumer Action." Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria. B.C.
Question:
I’m worried that the mortgage 
company will foreclose on my 
house because I can’t meet the 
full amount of the mortgage 
payments. Is there anything I can 
do to avoid losing my home? 
■vAnswer:^
This question is being asked , 
more and more frequently by 
homeowners facing financial
You may be held responsible 
for a deficiency balance owing is 
the house is sold for less than is 
owing on it.
In the event that the court 
grants a foreclosure order, you 
will usually be given six months 
to come up with the money 
before you lose your home.
If you haven’t sold the house 
during the six month period, or
SEASON’S
G^^eetings
TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
from
DiXOii^S
LUNCH & SUB 
HOUSE
Saturday, January Sth 7:30 f J
ftT GLEf^ MEADOWS GOLF CLUB
24S6 Beacon Ave.
(comsc of 3rd & Bsacon)
(mi
®Dance to the sounds of
mOUmONSmEET”
DYNAMIC FIVE PIECE BAND
®Wear your Favorite “HARD TIMES” Costume
call656-0141 ==10 per ticket
difficulties due to economic otherwise paid off the debt, the 
cutbacks; lender can apply for another
If you are suddenly unable to court order giving him title to the 
make yourmortgage payments as property or permission to sell it. 
agreed, get together with the At that point you may be forced 
lender and explain your situation. to vacate by the Sheriff’s office.
Most mortgage lenders don’are facing problems and ; 
want your home — they just Nvant^^^^^ you
their ; payments, and they are - should seek advice from Debtor 
usually willing to listen to a " A
it" IP?.:
7 for Because you want the design :
temporary qlte^ local Consumer Centre or at a to be perfect and the words just right, we have
schedule if it seems reasonable legal services office or clinic in 11 hundreds of Hallmark cards to choose from. See
under the circumstances. your community. |: our wide selection today! T"—
Ask the lender if he would |- ______ rr-j^ /
consider accepting partial , ^g««8SBBMaKB8aiiHM!aa^^
' MAY YOUR CHRISTMAS BE
FILLED WITH HAPPINESS &
A FUN FILLED NEW2 YEAR
payment fo^; a while, adding the 
rest to the principal. If the lender 
won’t accept your offer of partial 
payment, deposit this amount 
each month in a separate ac­
count. That will show yotir god : 
faith in the eveiit the matter goes fy 
y,To court.
^ The mortgage company may 
start court; proceedings for , 
foreclosure and may insist on full 
paymentv of the entire amount 
owing — not just the missed; 
payments. If this happens, all is V 
not lost; If you can come up with 
missed payments, you can ask the 
court for relief under the ‘‘Law 
y:, and Equity Act.
This law permits you to avoid 
losing ydur home even at this late 
stage if you can make good on 
the niissed payrricnt.
If yoUr property is worth less 
than when you bought it, and the ^ ^ .
payments arc too high for you to ^ x' "A
bear, you may be requested to ^ ’
al^andon your interest by signing & ,' ■ 
them over to the mortgage ‘ “
tender. Be sure to discuss this '
option with a lawyer. ^
« SpegalI
:0USIN
given us this past year. tVe value your
t • If t * i 'Tfbusiness ana zue nope our service to you zviil 
continue and groio.
■A
now & throughout the New Year.
© 1982 Hallmark Cards, Ine.
■‘liter
fi-
THt STAFFAT/;:: ; ;ry:; ■
Harvey’s Sporting Goods
2405 Beacon 656-4393
I 'ift 1'"r.MORE :rnAN ■2.000 'r■;'■;:-r,;OFFiCES Jl ,,
',■ ■’ 'ry die, ■■■ 'sole>:,'occupant;;of'Vl ,85?vry-'y y;;; 8>,'y x'yy
(most serving as R
major ixist olTiccs anil prcKCss- |g
yy : ins planisy.
- " ^ S •“ «"• ; k«nco«
square meters. In addition ^ ^ ^ g
Corporation
on 827 other $ wiHim for Cnnstmm and 1983,
buildings, and has 18 Iniildings { -Bun and Amo Warren, g








arc beautiful, funny, 
intspiting or 
aite ..and always 
appredaled! $5.00 - 
. $ 10.OO
Welcome 1983!
Hallmark holiday partyware arid coordinating 
accessories arc just what you need for festive
deariAp. Gome in and seebur ne\v pattcrris




© 1992 H(illm«(k Cdl'ill, Int),
;aitds;pui*;;Pre*"Cltri^ 
SALE is still on 








I lyptilrillkn'jtn whh nil 'my ;
. Mentis and i S|
5 SWnay a Very Merry d i 
I ChHstmas anrf Wappy Wew | j
5 -^kommCeffelle | , |
A very Merry Christmas
tO,'all!--v','i'"'"
Mike',;'Zok0,yy,■:;,-y
David and Keith 
Beaudry
Say it beautifully 
witi) HaIImarl< Tliank; 
Ybu Notes in styles 
to suit evciy taste.
Remember our
y'’^ After; Christmas?; 
Starts at 9:00 aim
'■■'lJse'Hal!imath":"''yH:"y'',:;:
decorations to set a ' 
celebration mood as 
you prepare to bring 
the new year in! We 
have a complete 






FRIDAY DEC, 24lh - OPEN 1:00 AM 
: RE0. STORE HOURS: won: ? SM?9:00^^
<G"1M2 HUllmifk:C*Kl», liKf •
Hallmarit cards are * 
the perfect way to 
start the year off 
right-wish sprneonc 
well or o0cr a 
specia! thank you!
U'/P'
c. 'll.II 4 ||I>(|
vmui.il )n- fi(i aM|f»
' 'iivijdkvk' '■'W
liu’ Iiv4d
Co,m(l,ViSit;US jn BiUniWtiOCl Bay:, y
7167 West Saanich Rd. 652^3612
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It was a tremendous effort and lots of fun for Sidney 
Rotarians as dub members gathered for dinner last Wednesday 
to raise money for The Review/Lions Christmas Fund — and 
Rotarians had a number of methods for achieving their final 
magnificent total of $1,253.56.
There was no lavish Christmas dinner for members. Instead of 
turkey and plum pudding, Rotarians stood in line for a bowl of 
pea soup, a bun and crackers.
They paid the Travelodge $7.50 a head, with $4 from each ''
going into the Christmas fund. And there were fines, raffles and 
straight donations.
Photos show, top left, Doug Smith holding up an award 
(there’s a black-out on the nature of the award), while top right 
Sidney Lion Mike Sealey receives a bucket of money from club 
president Frank Andrews. In the background is Bill Armstrong, 
who led the singalong.
Centre right, chef Jack Minion serves soup to Jack McAuley 
while bottom right, Jack Deltombe, who organized the evening 
event fines Travelodge bar manager “Dave” for serving $7.50 
bowls of of soup. Doug Smith, right; Bdtlonv left, dldtimer Jim 
Wakefield'receivesJiis'soup.''/ ■'''
i' < ‘ ’’
. ’"'M/ '' ' ' ' ' #
, J 1. 1 > , ,1 f I ‘
'..iu
• i-;,
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PRICES IN EFFECT 
DEC. 22, 23, & 24

























CANADA NO. 1 EMPEROR
GRAPES
$130 j;i|c










Maple Leaf Smoked Hams 
WholeorShaiikportioir .
Maple Leaf Country kitchen 
Dinner Hams.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schneiders Old Fashioned 
Or Nugget Hams .
Burns Pride of Canada 
Boneless Dinner Hams .

















FROZEN CORN .., .
TASTER’S CHOICE DECAFFEINATEO OR
TNSTANTCOFFEE»t....^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^















kg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BURNS GRADE'li' CORNlSH











HOlJRS:(ilVlon, Id Frl7 9 am lo 9 pin, SaUirtlay 9 am to 8 pm, 
Silnday 11 «m to 8 pm
7r®ir
„r::
1 kg,1,, 11 .\t t, •, v,:, ■>
■■ FIFISmiMANN'S CORN nii:''-^"
LUMBERIACKSYSRUP.ih^ C0nNER,0F.y'.:7j„c',v.,;:7:^
WALLACE tlRlVE ANT) WEST SAANICH POAIli
■ ' ^ ' Y' ■ '■ 1 i''! '■ .i’; ‘, (
'7v.'
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/Cii- : Season’s Greetings
FROM THE MEMBERS OF



























































The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m., St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
on the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastinistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers clas.ses, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 




Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
call co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
-4
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you like 
barbershop-style singing, feel 
welcome to join this friendly 
group most Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. For
WM
The Church By The Lake
■iff* -
fi-'




-c h* ’ ■ ' & Sunday School; Saanic.hton -
^ The company of just and ill 
ill righteous men is better 




vi ^ - 7-30 p ni.
i'l or P “"“S'® a
.............. Teaching^ at Bk Lake- Si HK
ll 11:00a.m. .Family Worship ^ ^ . Rev. Funk M
Shepherds & reindeers, angels & drums,
Wednesday M ' ' ' 477-6957i






;P ::i772| w:j SidhRoad * •
M ,n Mass P ^ ^Vorship ' if
III! ■ .. yg2 seaiDr.;? v ii ii
vv.; ^ Brentwood Bay:; v ?- 
ill “Jesus Christ is Lord’’- |||
i^llv;. ;, ; / : ,vOecemlier 24lh;V ;-A v:‘; : V :i^i||| - 
:,:?rt30 pAi; ■ vH'rtipV:^:: s .'vV vtChrislirastlj^j: 
ilii Eve MKusical Carol and Candlelight
iliSi'.?:; Seivice lor, Ihe Whole family jiiiiiiiitiii
B ser-taoicomn^il mangsrs & mistletoe, kings & snowmen, stars &
11 chrtsimaJII snowflakes, angel choirs & silver bells, mangers
B '"d—II & decorations, Jesus & Santa, pageants & par- j
B itooam. '' ''''hH.y co,~,tlss, hcense & stockings, God & man, peace &
11 A very warm welcome coofusion, joy & prcssure, frost & fire, simplici-.
i| ty & extravagance; others & .seif, silence &
more information call 656-5301 
or 656-7828.
Can we help you? Call the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th St., Sidney, 24-hour 
answering service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support Group. A 
discussion group for women 
dealing with their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome; Thursday 
mornings at 10 a.m. in the 
Community Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-1247.
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to, 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Save The Children fund 
Christmas cards are on sale now 
at the Jumping Mouse Book 
Store, 2456 Beacon Ave., Sidney.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) located at 2304 Oakville 
St., behind Sanscha Hall 
grounds, is open to Saanich 
Peninsula youth aged 13 -18 
years. Clubhouse winter hours 
are 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and 7 - 11 
p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym takes 
place 7 - 9 p.m. Wednesday. 
Special activities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. All 
activities are free and no 
registration is required. Parent 
and teen enquiries welcome. For 
more information call the PCA 
office at 656-0134 or drop by and 
pick up a program at 9788 - 2nd 
Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood elementary 
school, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days. More information 652-4580 
J or 652-1531.^; ,vv,:;Ja:';:^;
The Kinsmen Mothers’ March 
is seeking volunteer marchers for 
the 1983 March campaign to be 
held Jan. 24 - Feb. 1 v Gall 
K i n s m e n R eh a hi 1 i t a t i o n 
Foundation at 383-1323.
Pregnant and wondering what 
the future holds for you? Sidney 
Community Health Service 
offices of the Capital / Regional 
vDistrict can help ypu; Join us and, 
other couples in a comfortable 
V atmosphereiof learning - through
now. In





,V ’|p-j 8:30a.m., .,
■-vMI?' ’ ; ■
' V i|i| 8:30 a.m. /:
DEC. 26 
JANV2V
^6:00p,m. .:.EveriingService;;III v :
fM Pastor Dean Wilson 
Mass m Office: 656-3544- J ill /
iim Home: 656-3057
noise, beneficence & intJuigence, giving & get­
ting . . . anticipation & realization.
THE PARADOXES & CONFUSIONS
SERVICES U
19:30 a.m... .Saturday Study il|
niOOa.m............. Worship 10030 Third St., Sidney
j 7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer m pfc. 24
ALl ARE WELCOME ^ Si... '‘"S§ VIVMORIH SMNICH
; :Ahglican‘>Episcopal'
^ Mllls:^RdJ& W. ;Saanlch 11 
' ' Rd.
Pastor M.A, Atwood 
656-7970
fm
jl-i-jlllpi At Pauquachin Hall
fil|i Midniohl Mass -




JAN. i 'lic<m Ghut'chi "''l:* ";:',"' :j,„;,
Mass Ifil , ■
‘ lii ' 
ill 8:30 a,rn.





ioooa,m,;;sunday^chooi || .Let’s stancj backh and TeiTienibervthat there IS 3"
7:00 p.m..........Evening III. meaning to Christmas; let’S:;: rem
wedncsday"°'^""^ Ii recogiilzing the “pivotal point of history’’ :^
|j:7:3Pp,m:;;:B1b|^rjdy^nd:J|:^;^
Pastor V. Nordstrom






v: i family Commuiiidn |i|;;
v;f:0Ec','28‘;
DEC. 24
, , .Christmas |||. :;,a, Friendly Family,Church,: i ||| 
: : vE'-iCharisI III . serving Central Saanich , ||| 
,^vChristmas;|i|v , 652-1508 
v Eucharist 
DEC. 25 Ii
if| 10:00 a.m. ■.;: V. .Christmas HI 
Eucharist.
DEC. 26 ill
^ Ii lO'OOa m^-^^ 5506 Oldliold Rd.
r*iir'hAri<\t /oUnofly^,
'■ ... ' ' :
- ‘ ’ God & si n
ners reconciled’’ ... ’’born that mam 
may die’ ’ . . . ‘ ‘veiled in flesh and Godhead;
-v.v.Pamiiytiirhaiisi;|p..:.:v::V/.v.: :::V:v .:7/.HLli- Tho Rev. D. Molln»,'S,S.C,//|i
. DEC,,26 1*1 a non-denominalional ctiurfh ineatinu | Rector : ; illSi 6;l)!] p.ni.''-'
CtmiSTMAS I;











l;PaDlof loarii; Ross Alloii (652-2659)., ;iy, 
i Cocil DicWnsoo (C52'3301),.David':,:
11 Rico (656-4730), David Wainbr,;:;;|i| 
(65B-8340).,/ ;-v
656-3223
ChriSt: carne;:by; desi0n. for a; purposey;J S 
wlji^nip:' purpose is lecognised as the “pivotal point of,;;






Wocinosday Gtemily , . ,
Homo Bible ' ChriSl.
Studios
The End of Your Search for i-i-l
: Lei’s back up and assess our values, Lot’s ask
again if Christ’s birth, life, doatli & resurrection





iiM ‘'Chrlttllan LHo SorvlcoB"
|;|| 1O;00 a.m,.., . Chrintjan
:; sAANICHTON BlBLE FELLOWSHIP
sipNrv A.NoiiiH sANiCH-:: '’./v'LT'yoiViH ' ' -Vi". '.-A*''-'.
REV, R. HORi PRATT vcWJK] Wamer ^ ^
,.. ,, Education ■ Oil.; G5G-3213..:.'R«,i G56.1930 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __________
Liy.lLOO.a.m,-. . .v.. Annointed iii;;,. l' ct jnHW’q . III




Attention Lady .Bowlers. Any 
ladies wishing^tb‘’bowl in the 
Ladies’ League at Miracle Lanes 
oni 3rd St., Sidney, Tuesday 
morning or afternoon. Please 
contact: Judy Sjerven, 652-4275 
or Pam Van Ness, 656-4980.
Industrial and other St. John 
Aihbulahce : first aid pourses I 
available for registration. Call 
388-5505.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps take lessons at Sidney; 
elementary school from 6 p.m.; 
Thursdays. For more in­
formation call 656-6698. : ^
The Peninsula Group Singers 
. welcomes new mciTibcrs; If you 
like to sing or would like to learn 
to readmusic with a friendly 
group of people join them 
Tuesday evenings at7:30 p.m. in ; 
the Legion Hall on Mills Road- 
No audition required. For more 
information call 656-3366.
The Peninsula Disarmament 
Group niccts regularly, To help 
us, join us or just for information 
..;caii,,656-4842.;,,.;^,,,,,
Sidney Acllviiy Centre, 
Sponsored bj/ CMH A A and the 
coinnuinity, meets Mondays 10 
u,ni, - I p.m. in Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall, Han­
dicrafts, games, films, 
recreation, light luncIV and an 
; opportunity to meet iblherst Fdr 
more information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 week­
days.
The Saanich Peninsula 
I’oa.stmaslcrs Club now meets at 
; 7:36 itni: IHtesday 
Cchfval Saanich municipal ball, 
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MARINA PARK 1 bedroom suites pric­






SAILVIEW1 bedroom suite, fireplace, 
$59,900.
THIRD STREET 2 bedroom, 2 
bathroom suite, $59,900. (Only 3 
blocks from Beacon Ave.)
Call KAUACOBSEN 







2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
2141 Summergate and 9382 
Brookwood, 2 bedroom units in adult 
country club, $72,0 00.
301-10016 ThirdStreet, 2 bed condo, 
$79,500.
11350 Chalet Road, 1/2 ac. sea view 
lot -f cottage, $92,000.
1140 Cypress, 2,2 ac., 3100 sq. ft. 
home, great entertainer, bank sale, 
$189,000.
10817 Madrona, 1/2 ac., 3 bed., 
conservatory, green thumb special, 
$127,000. V
Willow Road, treed 1 ac.. $65,000. 
Cromar Road, treed, 1/2 ac., 
$52,000. ; /
WANTED: 1 plus acre to lease or lease to 
own, Saanich Peninsula preferred. Call 
381-3173. 1304-51
CLASSICAL GUITAR lessons in the 
privacy of your own home. 656-7143 or 
727-3280. 1154-4
DOUBLE CAR GARAGE or similarspace. 
Reasonable rate. 656-7520 after 5 p.m.
1 3 42 -5 1
WANTED. Clarinet wanted, good con­
dition. 656-3885. 1350-51
MINOR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR, body 
and paint work. Reasonable rates. 479- 
3178. 1014-52
1963 CHEV BELAIR as is $300. OBO. 
656-6591. 1274-51
RELIABLE COUPLE wish to rent 2 
bedroom house or apartment for Jan., 
Feb. & March, in Sidney. 656-6892.
Piymbing 
& eat I Big
74 FORD F 250, new rubber on white
spoked rims. Canopy with smoked black 
glass. Well maintained and in excellent 


















JOURNEYMAN will do woodstove in­
stallations, furnace work, roofing, 
flashing, ventilation. Custom metal work 
or welding. Free estimates 479-8520; 
479-5331. 1101-52
79 CHEWY VAN, standard 6 cylinder, 
low mileage. Offers to $5,500. 656- 
9391. 1323-tfn
1970 PONTIAC TEMPEST, low mileage, 
runs good, $500 obo. 656-5477, 1303-
■ 51 . ^ ■ ■ ■ ..........
Secretarial 
Serif ice
74 FORD F250. New rubber on white
spoked rims. Canopy with smoked black 
glass. Well maintained and in excellent 
condition. $3,200 obo. 656-6596. 1340-
4 ■ , ,
COMMISSION SALESPERSON: Serving 
Smithers and area. Aggressive self- 
motivated salesperson required to 
handle cash registers. Canon copiers, 
calculators, typewriters. Full company 
benefits. Resume to See-More Print­
ing/Stationery, Box 460, SMithers, B.C. 
V0J2N0. na-51
DIAL-A-LETTER. If you have had to cut 
back on your secretarial staff but still 
find you have occasional letters which 
require typing - why not try our shor- 
thand-by-phone services. Confidential, 
guaranteed professional presentation. 
Reasonable rates. Phone Sandra, 656- 
5344, 1127-51
1970 VW VAN.90% interior camperized. 
Gasheater, snow tires, radio. Excellent 




Boat rentals. Covered boats, $16 hr., 
$30 per day.
Marine Ways, special vyinter rate, 30 
ft. boat in/out 48 hours, $60. Extra 
days, $15 per day.
Buoy available for moorage, also 
alongside moorage for 30 ft. boat.
, ; 652-2211 '
51
OFFERS ACEPTED on 1970 Corvette 
(without engine or trans.) Can be viewed 
at 2453 Orchard Ave. Sidney, B.C. 
Contact Thorne Riddell Inc., Trustee in 
bankruptcy, 3rd floor, 707 Fort St. 
Victoria, V8W 3G3. Attn.: Gordon Penny. 
382-8251. 1336-52,
ED’S BOAT SERVICES, 2238 Harbour 
Rd. Sidney, Winter Special. Haul, clean 
and antitoul your boat for the new 
boating year, (i.e.) 17 ft. boat $95; 20 ft. 
$130; 25 ft. $159|, everything included. 
Also, ask about fiberglass recon­
ditioning. Ed, at All Bay Marina, 656- 
0153.REs:652-2333. 1283-1
R.N. WITH ADMINISTRATIVE EX­
PERIENCE. To take charge of 7-bed 
Intermediate Care Facility. Applicants
656-5511
SHOREACRES COVE WATERFRONT 
STRATA DEVELOPMENT Four superb 
lots Vwith; protective covenant; un­
derground services. 2516 Shoreacres 
Road, Sidney.; ?
in Long Term Care Field, be currently 
:registered:with B,C. Registered Nurses 
Association. Salary, benefits as per 
R.N.A.B.C. contract. Apply Century Care 
Society^ Box 1988, 100 Mile House, B.C. 
Phone 112-395-2187. na-51
jailors
PENDER ISLAND. Beautiful treed
waterfront lot on Magic Lake, approx. 
1/2 acre, include 18 ft. self-contained 






Member - Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154V;;"-:;v/vd,
0 SIDNEY; :: Immaculate,::; close Tp' ali :
1 arnenitieslT- Ideal / Retirement v home
(l landscapedydgood garden; warranty; inS
1307-1(effect; 656^73927
OKANOGAN VALLEY 3 1/3 acres, year 
•--round creek - hydro, paved highway, 
some timber $26,6 00.00 , 20% down, 
$298.00 monthly, 12% 5 years. Phone 
(509)486-2875,(509)486-4777. na-51
FARMS-R VANCOUVER ISLAND STOCKS
V:SIDNEY^'ELECTRBC7
Gerry - 65S-0449
• Specializing in Refrigeration 
•Major Appliance Repairs 
•Microwave Testing for Radiation 
Leaks
• lOp DISCOUNT for Seniors
Write out your ad, mail or bring to The Review with payment, and Save 1.00.
;FARM. 195 acres capable feeding 
pasturing 150 head. Registered Black;:: 
Angus, Herefords. Going concern.
: Excellent buildings. Phone Bert Evans,
Duncan Collect 112-746-4455/ na-51
SIDNEY HOME
A beautifully maintained home on a 
quiet cul de sac 1 ’/z blocks from the 
beach. This new listing features three; 
bedrooms and two bathrooms on the 
main level , an additional bedroom and 
bathroom’dovynstairs, a recreation 
roorn and two/sundecks. Separate 
vyorkshpp 16x16; A first-class home 
in a good location. Realistic at only:
;;:$1l6,000\',:;:::;7//:.Y;: 
ERIC N; GRAHAM 656-4489
7 EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING.
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 after 5 ' 
p.m.tf 
; T YPIN G, my hdme; Ed it (re po r t s,




BRENTW00D ::BAY, "furnished: units; / 
Kitchenettes,:dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, rnaid service. Availabie/vAreekly 
and monthly, Sanddwri M6telV652-i55 id
. /i/,:/ ■/■■':■'.ttn::'
MAJOR APPLIANCES; repaired by
professional serviceman. /Mlcrpvyave: 
testing fbr radiation leaks. 10% discount 
/tor seniors.; Sidney /Electric,/ Gerry 
Evans:656-0449, ;/ 964-51
WATERFRONT COMPLEX
Quiet, top-floor, one-bedroom unit in 
adult orientated condominium com­
plex adjacent to marina. Large 
sUndeck; with western exposure, 
Building / has 7mahy ; amenities; In­
cluding controlled entrancej elevator, 
sauna and workshop. Vendor w 
carry first mortgage.:;:
$43,900 .■,■..:/•
(SIDNEY DUPLEX. S/ bedrooms, !*^ 
baths, fenced yard, fireplace,/ No pets, 
references. $585 p.m.; Also, same as 
above with full basement, carport. $650 
p.m. 656-4066, 1234-51/
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE has
openings: for 1-5 year olds. Handicapped 
/children welcome. Hot lunches and 
shacks provided, /East Saanich 
Road/Wallace Drive area, 652-2472. /
■'it:6t'-'5 l, ■ ■■ ;::::/■/:■■:■
SIDNEY CONDO. Fridge, stove, dish­
washer, fireplace, drapes,: Adults only, 
no pots, Referoiices and lease required. 
1 bed roomUnits, $ 4 5 0 p.m ,656-4066,
/'tfn;:7'7::/:/ ■■■/■'':,,;■"■■/:7-;
CRYSTAL CLEAN-UP /SERVICE.
Wallpapering./ paihtihg; yards, (com­
post s, atticsi windows, / generaL maIn-/ 
tenance/ 10 %: discount for pensioners. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call John, 656-
;■ / 9669/:'.,,/ :'/;"ai55-52'/:,:/
additional insertions requested with the 
no CO py change, may run
order, and requiring
ttn iraiiraBra Bia'Kra /aui B^ ima bb hu tm wm WH m 'lKin nu sun len nn nni nai sna naa/ami nu nn/Dm nra 'sna aan mj
YOUR BEST BUY IN CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM TO RENT with privileges, $200 
per month, 656'6881 evenings, 1315-51
CARPET INSTALLATIONS. 20 years
experience. / Old: carpets re-fitted, : 
Reasonable rates, free estimates. 652- 
9882 after 5 p.m, ^ 1223-52 ■
'://; ■:;U/"i/7E8TATE:SALE7/.//::;,
Imiiiaculalo noar how no-step homo 
on a largo sunny lot /Close lb 
dov/niowh Sidney.U bodrobms, main 
bath ;i plus 2 /piecB onsuile, thbr- 
mopano windows', Ijrbplaco / and
u://.7'^; $81 ^000/;/j'//77v:^:/U:7
PAULHYATT 656-3150
OOnnON HULME LTD. 
658-1154////J/;;:/
/VACATION SPOTS — BIG WHITE 
; Priyalely owned . luxurious ( con;
: dos/chalets/for rent;, Jacuzzi, fireplace; 
on the slopes, book now lor special 
January ratestromT36.00/unit, Rhone' 
:il2-987:-5759 Collect, na-l
KAUAI CONDOMINIUM, $50/day cash 
::jan,73i;Feb,;l2 ;"Tu1ly/turhishod,;dne' 
bedroom,/ Largo:;'beach, tennis, pool,’
"658Uii'b;7'/:Y //'/usouz'
J.R.'S HAULING and cleanup: Han- 
: / dyrnan’s skills, / odd; jobs, reasonable :
rates. Phone Jim anytime after 5 p.m, at . 
/.//u79.■8494,;;; ,:..//:/v//'./7:;'1290-4// /
HOUSECLEANING, well experienced,;
/ / good ■; • r el ore nc OS,,LI a v o v ow n :□ t ra i] 7: /': 
sporfation; ; Brentwood/Sidiioy arbaSi; ::'
6 52 HOC 8.
SIDNEY. 27 / FOOT modern, furnished 
Irailori/on lot rioar beach, suit employed 
adult. 1275, Aviiilabio Jan,l ,656-4337, 
1 3 54 - 2 2
SIDNEY, FEBRUARY 1 □ Largo" 1 i
bedroom duploL Suit responsible Cduplo 
preferring rolative qulot/ 65G- 7 354, or 
65C-9536. 1351-1
WILL bCiioOsEKMpii^'S 
/..around the house or anythlhg, $6,00 an//-
/.■hour,:656U'705":;;,/; ■/':;,■,;::/127e'-TU"
'7 7:tlENAGE*/' /QiRL, ■./wi^f: :"iibpbrl^ 
wontina to babysit i/any aRO, your homo: /7 
;:: ,or mlno.bvztl transpbr(aiidn,652/l068,:
:77;;t''-3:4:4U27''' ■■■-'■■ ■^■"
PRE-PAli) WORD CLASSlriEDS -- 20 WORDS FOR ONLY t2.p0'
lor cammorcla! or personal iis(!r.s—^ (atidlllonal words 10c oach)
i Niimbor o( 
I//additional
IB Insorlions.bl /
B same ad ai only :
K SIOO each 7 7
FREE/ RENT.7:Have/ you out-of;town
friends/ or /relfltivos: Id hobse sit; Uur 
attractive hotso for ar>prox Jan. 15 to 
Feb,: 19?; Noh'Smoklng ; couple‘ please, 
Reply to Box "A", c/o Sidney REvicw, 
P.O. Box2070,Sidney, B.C. V8L; 3S5. 
I3.4 8>.5i:'' ;:7;
: AVAI LASrOpr iWHimirobTiirsiJil 0,
four /piece bath, private .entrance, 
Utilities inci, 1300,.00, Fridge & stove, 
656-7915, 7 1343-52
NEW: AND REPAIRS, renovations, 
/ Oualitled, licensed,/and Insured, Free 
.estimates. 658-8040. ./ / 1087-50 NOTE: /
fi A(J((lllml,1l Imidriinns' :./ 
fi'dllii'iUiifl .11 lliii limn (ll/
B. ihi! iiiiiiiii oiflm nmi: . 
1111)11111(1(1 111) u,.()y '
NO. 1 TOPSOlLund bark rnulch, U-haul 
or wo deliver, 6709 Oldfield Roadi 652- ; 
2614, Firewood available also, 1 227-62
(,ri.nm(.‘i (.(ifil yiiii oiily 
g : iVCiO (iiir iiddiimiioi : ■













Doadlino: 12 neon Monday /^ / 7 7”1 ,, •
Bring or Mall to: REVIEW CLASSIFIEOS, 2367 Boacon Avo., Sldnoy, H.C. V8L/1W9
I 'ttWHI ffiW Mil WW IIW WlW KIW
■/-7/://:77'/.ji'"'
IKUMI n'
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PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES , . .
PENINSULA DIRICTOilY




2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
, J. , , ^ _ . 656-5551
nincney, cv Co. certified general accountants.
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
SACRIFICE SALE. Near new 20 ft. Bill 
Garden design cruiser. Mahogany tanks 
on white oak, fiberglass over cabins and 
decks, self bailing cockpit, atomic 4- 
power fresh water cooled. Sleeps 2, has 
head. 2 years old. Value $20,000. Must 
be seen to be appreciated. Sale price, 
$12,000,652-2211. 1305-51
OFFERS BEING ACCEPTED. 23 ft. Glen-
L cabin cruiser and 1980 - 115 HP 
Mercury 0/B, 165 hours. May be viewed 
at Menzies Outboard Sterndrive, Beacon 
Ave. Sidney. Contact Throne Riddell 
INc., turstee in bankruptcy, 3rd. Floor, 
707 Fort St. Victoria, V8W 3G3. Attn; 
Gordon Penny. 382-8251. 1335-52
0 Sip^s Quality Work 
Reasonable Rates^ Auto Refinishing 656-6812
2072 Henrv Ave. Sidney _ (Home) 656-0652
CONMAC AUT0W50T1VE 




on the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!












MONDAY - SATURDAY 
8:00 am - 5 pm 
9773 - 5th St. Sidney 
656-5541
TUES.-\A/ED.-THURS. 







Government cerlilied technician 
. with 35 years experience in Elec­












“No Job Too Small'
656-5604
Thorne - Lennon Electric fl976j Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
Industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSBFiED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
,or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 



























2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­
able Rate. Try us Once!
656-2221
Call 656-5581
For FREE ESTIMATES: ,:'
2104 l^alaview
•Certified Body Shop •Radiator Repairs •Insurance





-q. Inc. Keating industrial Park
★ 20% Off ail parts on vehicle conversions for December.
Propane Vehicle Conversio 
^Certified Mechanic
n Specialists •General Reapirs
•Tune-ups, Gasoline & Propane
■•Government Certified She p ‘Brakes
WANTED: Heavy-duty rototiller.
Preferably “Howartd”. Reasonable, 
gocd condition. 652-3802. 51
UNEMPLOYED SO SELLING: Colour TV, 
Electrolux shampooer (extrs); deep­
freeze; exercise bike; oil space heater; 
home movie set; skates; rabbits. 652- 
.3802:T'/' y:51':,
JACK OF ALL TRADES. Drainage, 
carpentry, painting, gutters, garden 
maintenance — will do: it all. Free 
estimates, OAP discount; Call anytime. 
727-2372.
AS; NEW, Excellent Bell Howell Sound . 
Movie Camera; quality projector; screen; 
carry case; lights; extras. Good Xmas 
gift. Reasonable. 652-3802. , 51 ;
EXCELLENT BRICK/Stone work. 
Experienced, reliable, reasonable. 
Specializing; brick panels for airtight 
stoves. Full tractor services (rptotilling, 
blading,:postholes, etc.) 652-3802. 51 ;
USED ACORN FIREPLACE $175 in- 
stalled;\5 HPB:cart:j?9d;;27: iVlodel T/ 
T mint^$7;dod' 63 iCorvett $8,500; Glen,
UNDECIDED??
Can’t decide what to give? Let 
them have a healthy choice with a 
Gift Certificate from / .
SIDNEY NATURAL FOODS 
656-4634
AJAX HOME and “'"'‘L*®' fBEE ESTIMATES







IJI t ^ ^
YjNow specializing in Finishing Carpen- v 
V trygGabinets and Built-Ins, Rumpus : 
Long-Time Sidney Builder: ■ . . Rooms,: Repairs, Additions,; .Custom- 
Renovate &;Save!_RBE ESTIMATES made Window Shutters.'
. — NO JOB TO SMALL. —
TCFUII^ V Rendyatlons, addilipnSj (inishing
■ ' carpentry & CustomTurnilure;
Carpenter fitloiner g
auality Work—' Froo Estimates ;,
Rolorencos available.
656-7370






E,.N;K;C?K^' •COMMERCIAL, •RESIDENTIAL 
•NEW CONSTRUCTION ‘ADDITIONS 
•RENOVATIONS ‘FARM BUILDINGS^






•Renovations • Aildlillons 
y y •SMALL JOBS WELCOME:
McCLARY Wqop-COOK STOVEYwith^T 
warming oven & water tank; hand made 
“Yari" classical' guitar; piccolo. Best 
offers. 384-8075 Pager #1579. 52 :g
HEAVY TIRE CHAINS for Valiant $10. 
Fridge; works, $30. Chrome/glass coffee 
i table! 18 . Antique loveseat frame $25.
T QUALIFi ED CAR RENTER y a va i la ble: f or; 
ganythirig/roitimewgonsturction;to small;/: 
repair. Graeme, 384-8075 page #1579.
' FOR HIRE — Student Mechanic to do 
: tune lips,: oil changes: and. other small ;
; jobs. Call after4;00 o’clock, 656-0248;' i '
::;5 2’:''' Tv/.y;
FLASH! New Year's overnighter for kids! 
y Let a trained babysitter tend your 
children this New Year's Eve; Hours: 8 ;
; p.iTi.: - 10 a,rri. Spacks and breakfast ■ 
gprovidedi transportation : available. - 
: Competitive rates. Phone: Debbie; Bell ' 
y 656-7868, Lynda Nairn 656-2717, 52
HEAVY TIRE CHAINS, for Valiant $ 10. 
Fridge, works, $ 30 yChrorne/glass coffee;
; t table $18. Antique loveseat frame $25. 
;g656T943v;::'y'''T/,^',T'52;:y, 
: VifO
Island home, cabin, strip, restore old 
doors;— ■ windows, ANy typo oi labour 
. performed. ,$5.50, hr. References 
available. 479-5485; y ■ ! 1
y
; .CLEANUPS, hedKoS trimmed, ■ 1 ton 
truck lor rubbisli removal, 10% oft with 
this ad, Fred,l 385-9548. y !
y :/1970! V.W. FAS-fi^K wi il soil agisSr 
: par is. Best ofor, Ptiono Hal at 656:'4 206.,
bl
EYPERiENCEf3"'cJRWNf^^^^^^
' lor any; Homo improvomonts find now 
g; ;'cohstrM0idn;';qudlity; \vork; at/resondble';; 
ratqs,CgitisorJohni:.a|l|5G-2298. , f)2
STRONG, AMBItIoils women* 
yg w heavyduly house cieaninR,
= w^ vrfindows, gardening. Has own
transportation lor errands, 656:9368,
61
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER. Cedar 
posts and rails. Select tree falling. 656- 
g42i3.:.y/yyyyy'vg;y'gy;: ;g'.'438741;
LIGHTING .FIXTURES. Western 
Canada’s largesT;display. Wholesale and 
retail. Free catalogues available. Nor: 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2 K5. 
,yPhone 299-0666g '
;CHILDREN’S BOOKS, at the Jumping 
Mouse. A great selection of good and 
beautiful.books for all ages. Beside the/„ 
v Royal Bank on Beacon. U / 5523-tfn •
CHAINSAW. Husqvarna Rancher 50. Six 
gmohths new, $35dg652:T9976. ,1313-51 
GIVE GOLF CLUBS for Christmas. Used 
single clubs, or sets, refurbished as new.
Contract or Hourly
:PIIIL LA^BRICIC EXCA¥ATI^IS:LTD; :/
7278 Chatwell Drive, Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
LAND CLEARING --ROADS — DRIVEWAYS
<^////lr4>Xr, including:
' «Sewers •Watermains g
eSewer Hookups •Hydro & Telephone Ductwork
Office: 652-2910 •Drains Residence: 652-3258,
/ G0RD /P^ART^A^; ■ SEPTIC /556 Downey Road
K7vtf»aiwafhiM€<f S 4FIELDS R.R.I, Sidney, B.C.XiAvalblii^






•backhoe service; / / 
•plowing, cultivating;; 
;/g/&,rotovating //g:/. 
•blade work:y:/ / ///; 
•postholes; ;yg/;; 
;*brush cutting ■ yy --
:656-i:sfi'
LEWIS SEVlGNYg ? / BACKHOE / /^^
2320 AMHERST AVE. with LOADING
EXTENDAHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS 
4 in 1 WATERLiNESysss-asasi:
Cut downy and 
652-4917//














]g. ' ■ ■ 'iir. : ,5
EI.WOOO E. THOMPSON CONTimCTOR LTD,
::/Concrfi|g|)rivev\(p^ , Cpncrc.lft Walniproniini) SKlqwalkSi ,
h$h Ponds ‘ OuariyTiliin Monii! Rdnovnlidns'
Phone 656-3881 (dr/Freo Eslimato/ ;^y yi:
APPLES r- EXYRR SPEC!8L ,,
TakO: advantagd.of ou( low, prices, and 
Iroo' dellvory,; OFFER //a/box4il: our' 
t'lpmfi grown ariRlCfi loyourlarnily and 
irionds' lor gChrisimas,/Top,; quality 
graded Macs20c db ,/Spill tan ■ and 
.Golden: irpn'i/;,, 18(yy Ib,'Kept Tresf ?' ip 
colli Mnnuto
y Le Coloau Farms,y658-5B88 /
g LARGE y ;ROLLAWAY COT, as new. 
48”x72", 6” spring filled mattress, $90/ 
656-6556. 1318-51
FREE! SCUBA COURSE with 6-day food 
and accommodation package - $395.00 ;
V per person. (Minimum 4 people). Diving 
yy Director Jim Willoughby, Beach Gardens 
Resort, Powell River, B.C. Y8A 1C5.
//Phone 112-485-5267. na-51
; LiUoOET LIONS OFFERING MA
; MURRAY yLILLOOET/ BRIDGES $2.00 ' 
Trade Coins for sale, Set of/5 - 1980 - 
1981/;- 1982 $ 16;00/ieach P.P.D.' Dan 
g Baker, BOX 970, Lillooet, B.C. VOK I VO,; / /
; na/si,/;::."/';/'/ ■;'/;„,::y'/'i
/ pRO^K COOLER“r6/f^^^^ x 24 feet x
12 feet. 3 phase, 8 foot x 8 foot door, 10 
H.P./ Compressor, 5 : H.P. Fan,/ new 
/ / condition,/ $7,500,00;/ Phone 112-757 /1; ■ 
;//8533,;',,///;/';/,. /'::/,;,';"./i -/y/Z/'/na-Sl/:;
NEW FISHERTYPE wdod"st^“$350,/
479-3475 or 479-6990. // // 4232-51 / ; 
SPLIT WOODg$70;per cord. U-pick up. /
Also R-50 Suzuki motor bike, excellent 
condition, Asking$299.656-3161.
' {HI ■ '
BRAND~NlW;''TgandIe'g kerosene spaed
heater y&y 4 gal. kerosene container. 
Never used, $2:00, 656-0365 . 1353-51
RE/iIlSTICg 8-fRACK cartridge tape
recorder, $45, AFX , sidlless , race set, 
ca rs & t rucks .$40. T ri pod $ 2 0; 656- 
/1607,
FI REP LAC e'”Tn SE RTT e xcc I id nT“ co h" / ' 
ditibn, Half original cost, 656-2132.
"■.:i/3T,,6_^ by; ■/: g".:///";/.'/:;/':;. ;./y:y.:gg ^
;/paddle"1faiTs™~4
Wholesale and Retail, l■•roe catalogues; 
Ocoaii Pacilic Fan Gallery (nc; 4600 East; 
Hustings Strcet.y Burnaby,;.B.C, V5C 
; 2K5. Phone 112-299 0666, y y ; :na-tf 
WATkfNSllTilAfTR or




■: CAMERAglTaMitpd'KigHVwmy 80;;-' 
Muskrat fur iackdt nhd;hat> Size 12-I4 :
$ 165: por table 8-track vvlih radio $ 40; :
’ Columbia: bowling ball, silver, ten
^murids $25,658-84B8.^... / 1286-52
TmAWOTanBmiidrnris 'and crafts on 
; Beacon, facing liquor store. Compare 
our low prices and find somothinR for 
geyetyohc,C56-64}4, _ ^^8^
, CEDATTTNCI : POSfs’lor'‘salo",652- 
y/2a60',/'/ry'":_y': ■■■, '
:,2gKELiX'r7844 It Uddod'; snow'lires.'/ 
mounted:G.M, wheels, $754 Uniroyal/ 
1.78 -15 T'olyester fiberglass bolted tiros 
: mouritod//6l hole whcels.y $150: 2 ; 
; aluminum ' Slider' wlndowis, 81 '/r x 56, 
$200' Llrxjvor upright vacuum doahor, 
;y,;$35;v carpet /'swoppor, ;;/'$ 10; y ,brass' 




Ploughing, Levelling, Fence' 
Posts, Diggina, 50 in, 
■Rotovator. '
Butler Brothers Supplies
2070 Keating X Rd.77
SALESy SERViGE & 8NSmLLATIp8\S
SPENCERyCORSETKEflE
Individually designed
Foundatioas ■ Brassieres - htedicai anil Orthopedic Supports OAP DISCOUNT
/Mrs, Jorja Komorbei, 982 Lucas Ave,, Victoria /-/ ■'7^72372
/:/'/:' ".grants::/: ';/^-
:smAll':m6tors:'
10134 McDonald Park Road
Repairs to Lawnmovvers,
; / Chainsaws, Motorcycles/ etc,
Husqvarna Pioneer
^  ::/': 656-7714: : 10 SAT'
SIDNEY FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO. LTD.
•Firo/Extlnguisliors Sales & Sorvico 
•Itocharfilng all typos : g
























g; Comq/n:i\rt(i sob ten as be'/dbefe/; / 







VsyiYPEWRITtR, 15" carriage (colon key, 
U/S), .gowJ.cundiiiwi, ,0|loib. up to, 
$150.60/Phono after 5 p.m; 656'e466 . '
^//,,tfn'^::/'/■//'^/.■'''/m,;//'■'/:./':
SANDAK 8H6es tor all the family. 50% 
replacement on fi-yr, ; warranty, Shod 
■’/parties Ot: individual sales. 652-3038, ::
y®/Lg,,8:4./y:,,////.,;/". :/^'y.,;y;;y/ ';/.;
: sTAWsg,lNici''iiii:ltonT:>
$5 ai'M,i well send you 50 stamps,With' 
■eatBloguo,;vaiu'«i$ 10,00; 652/'0884/-:'; /'",'/; 
I 50-5 J ...
dlMWCi,,, wLHww; ; . ,: J
' ' M.irlpc','A«lo''#/Sa(hiy Rloss' '" ';g''
Window Glass — Mirrors
nhUirinfiG vpHiinis r roiTipuy lianDiGO
101 la Upiiitn'iM n/i; IUaIt MCUuHialij r<Alii Ruiv ,
tfcotont ■' •JFWFI I ffiV PPnKFRF'' ' "
/ •DIAMOND APpRAlSEftS:/;:.;
2384 BEACON AVENUE >ii. 680 0012
leasse:
?i»ffi S SatVIVAL f”Mrasa; Aifeka’s
____ , _ - BS’--




ItfSCS @ €EIL£SBr3t33^£A “Pa&t-
is^aBBea”(Pst5>\ '.O
: tatGDSTnRWSJeas^iPS^ - - -? 
aMQ> & E^^SST: TSS emSIXASf:
(^lli^GSTfeerersa^CiBsafeaexjse-
:.>'diSaB.to MscHI. Eeselis Iracsd is a sSic-,
■: ssxsst^ ' ^enoesif raseen
■ 'Iseiast *ef iecM -ateB..
- : ft^®esr-ibers of ttef-spe®isa"fcsl
■ ":■■ "'IS^CSL^ ■.■> '.: ■■ ''' - '-'
® S CS © ALL tKSrS eSSiKSf
■;'' Ca^-.L»wrs»e "i^ 'MsEEsyisH!,-
C»refl sai Us Ira&arisk. fSBsaa tfer
S«0 ® ★** TSe Dswa Pato^as^ 
Adfeatse# BraS F^tss, tend fuses. A 
f 3nii^ b*s fi:^^s rcoiae
^ feoSSa-^Ba&ediTfCGnhatiaissksi."
@ m **^“f^Mt^<MSeiK"il^, 
iases^s) Waite-Sievess. 
Asearrii pstr se^a^sa^ cHrnbess ttf 
■ a sateiV«s&> Save wilh iten a jsketes
frasCD S ® @ -^ ^slttessfeas 
(Freatee. Eraniai IHaae lass.^ 
I Q»s Leyfeaa. 16e life a aaise, 15-; 
jsr-dd ^ is draSkaJly da^d wbea 
slieiaasaEatkaiBrateba^pageai^ ^ 
It*® Q *** tJoce l&ie, Wia Fe^ 
(ISaf, CcGEcy) Yal teyic^, Kay : 
^ ^ KefidaEL After wsfeg lss tafent aad iis 
as EEtiesira cKsiiictae- tries to 
: ‘ Tsgsmbds. ::: ''' -:: / " - - ' r
Its ® S **»» ‘^BteT flSTd, Dr^lBaa- 
M HlsB,GssEsfeseDekHr-David Baam- 
Jesi&sa Pettet. Srapcosae de Fassas-
sast dc sa dsEfrSoeur, jss ates s'enfeit SI;
l^eiae satee et vft avec isa gros^ dTn-
WEDNESDAY^ EVENING ‘cember 29,1982
1 7:00 t Y:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 0:30 10:90 1 10:30
(2) ifeisOflfe EeschForT!^; tetsisOfThii^ ( Everest (' The National/ Jo urnal;((-:;:"^-:i‘(
fl)
1 Yvon Deschamps j LesChmois ; Et; valets (i:;
Tfelfe^ds ; ’ 01 Tls Gold MoRkejf TheFallGuy ■ ( Dynasty
■^:i.-:—-----^
{5J EstlK^l Tc Tac itoo^ fea! Paste;- FkIs 01 Life Family Ties iQuincy
--- 1 -----^----—----
f6) ilfesa®SiS!'3wTEscsWsft Tate 01 The GoW Monkey ; Ali God’s Children ' (: x; •: ; ( Memories VJith Lawrence Welk (; ■
---------i——----- , .:- ,i
(7)'jrfe«s jras^iesd 7 En^es ter 7 Brothas ; Movie; "Miss All-American Beauty'": ^; ; "2
Cl) -paGiqf Re^FaiJe
M (ktfs Children ( ^ ^
(9} i&KSarsGreat&Ss^l ? : DveFroniTlaltei
' i. .
(ID S Moris; "The Dawn PatioT News
S.T , kfeBa - Sfevie: The Of Sheba" ■ (: . : M*A*STF (( ( News:;:
(fS: i VsKOBver j Movie; “Miss All-American Beauty"
.^AFXSOWXW;^
: © -irkW^m m&s^s^asa
gaeneesfe^as^ Draael YessY^ 
:--la, feffree Ijsm. A Itoresi d^ fe 
aJBS«s»*tesfaadfe de lace Jaise pea-- 
-K.sat esa^eace: apec5B*»e lias.aa
Rocmscel Dsb Aa&ras. Sasai EiRwaraL-
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as® © ** Qsa^ Of Uscf 
(iSTA. Iteana) Scott Hyisafe, T«sy 
lapg^e Tso joai^ doctes take !feas4k: 
ESESES t^r ptea te eitra fnad-. 
te fefeeaifiicsres refas^ {© 
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V, King,” an epic and roman- 
^v ^tic recounting of the Arthu- 
: rian saga, now, ini produc­
tion for future broadcast on 
" CBS. Also featured in the 
i /i : film, which: is now^^shooting 
: on locations in England and
■ Yugoslavia, are , Lucy
Gutteridge, Edward 
W o o d w a rd ^ R up e r t
Everett, Rosalind Landor,
■ Liam Neeson and Phillip 
Sayer. '-'Y
PALATIAL EVEKT —
” Paradev:; of St^s:::. An 
Actors Fund Benefit at the 
an entertainment
KINGLY TALE -- Candice 
Bergen, Malcolm Palace,
McDowell: and:Dyan Can-/ Yspectacularcelebrating the 
non will star in “Arthur the greatest performances ever
to play the legendary 
Broadway theater, will air 
as a two-hour ABC special 
in the spring of 1983. The 
program will be taped live 
at the Palace by the same 
team that put together last 
year’s successful “Night of
100 Stars," led by execu­
tive producer Alexander 
Cohen
; KEEN ON WYNN — Vet­
eran actor Keenan Wynn
has been sighed to play a 
villainous THRUSH agent in 
the forthcoming TV-movie 
"The Return of the Man 
from U.N.C:L.E.'' Wynn will 
go up against Robert 
Vaughn and David McCal- 
lum, who are reprising 
their roles as U.N.C.L.E. 




Sixty-one stations in 60 
markets (covering 70 per­
cent ot total U.S. homes) 
are set to air the nine-hour 
“The Life and Adventures 
of Nicholas Nickleby” on 
Mobil Shovycase Network. 
All stations will carry the 
show on tour successive 
evenings beginning Jan. 
10.
MURPHY’S LAW — “Saturday Night Live’s” Eddie 
Murphy is hot these days. In addition to his weekly 
chores on the NBC late-night comedy/variety series. 
Murphy has started a movie career.
He received raves for his work opposite Nick Nolle in 
Paramount’s “48 Hours.” His next project is 
Paramount’s “Black and White,” co-starring another 
“SNL ” alumnus, Dan Aykroyd.
BACK AGAIN — William Shatner’s successful “T.J. 
Hooker" .series on ABC will feature a special event in the 
next few weeks when Leonard Nimoy makes a guest 
appearance. Nimoy will play a veteran cop. who believes 
justice is not taking the proper course in a rape case 
involving his daughter. The last time these two teamed 
on TV, of course, was in “Star Trek,” the late- 1960s cult 
favorite.
TELE-NOTES — Now that Pamela Beilwood will only 
be seen periodically on ABC’s “Dynasty," she has 
teamed with ex-“Litfle House” star Karen Grassle in 
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World’ is taped.” Bikei
says. “More than 20 years 
"ago ! did - Diary "of 
: Anne Frank" there as well 
as "There "Shall: Be" No 
" Night,- both for nighttime 
A JV. NoW! go into the^ay." 
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By Ctatnle Passalacqua "" 
When Theodore Bikei 
: piaved Tevye in the Broad- 
"vvay"\sraon of "Fiddler on 
f tfe^Boot"s hfe character’s 
fondsst% vvish " was 
expr^sed in the song "If I 
)Were a FSch MarL"; But
pfrom Bikers latest charact^ 
ter — “Another World's” 
tnifScRiaire art cc^lector Har^
“Harry is willing to pay 
nritlfons lor Louis St. 
^Gebr^s {Jack Betts) art 
iccfetibns- ybt when he’s 
hungry; halif go to a sleazy 
jjdinerfpra hamburger. He’s 
(not at a!! unlike J. Paui jGet- 
|t^vifho^had a(pay phone 
instalted in the house for his 
( guests." says Bikei.; " : " 
" ; “This'isn’t the fir^ :tirne 




But he adds seriously: 
that “It keeps me in the 
East. I live with my wife and 
two sons in Connecticut 
but I’m not home often 
enough.”
He estimates' that he 
splits his time evenly 
between acting and con- : 
cert performances where :; 
he sings folk songs in both 
Yiddish and English.
Bikei was born in Vienna; 
and moved to Palestine - 
(now Israel) at age 13. He : 
worked in theater both: , 
there and in England and 
immigrated to the United ^ 
States in 1954. He has also 
done extensive work on ; 
Broadway,: including . a : 
(memorable performance as ; 
Captain Von Trapp in “The: ■ 
Soundof Music.”
11- 00 {9J 0 CHRISTMAS KVE ON SESAME 
STREET The spirit of the Christmas sea­
son comes over Sesame Street as Big Bird 
a ttempts to uncover the secret of how San­
ta Claus gets down the chimney.
afternoon
lS-00® © A CHRESTBSAS CONCERT 
■ ; FROM CANISIUS The Ars Nova Chamber 
Orcbestra and soloist Adrienne Tworek- 
Gryta under the direction of Marylouise 
tvanna prtent la holiday concert from 
Canisius College in Buffalo, New York.
12- 30 ® © CASSB-NOISETTE -
T:0O ® ©THE JOY OF BACH The life and
career of Johann Sebastian Bach is traced 
in a salute to the composer and his influ­
ence on the music of two centuries.
( 2-00 ® ® UNTH. I GET CAUGHT 'tee psy­
chological, social, legal and judicial 
aspects of the drunken driving problem in 
America are examined through interviews 
with famili^ of victims, attorneys and 
judges. Narrated by Dick Cavett.
3:^ (0 © WILDERNEffi TRAILS The sce­
nic splendors and vrildlife of Manitoba,
’ Saskatchewan and Alberta are highlighted. 
•A ask Rffo "r\©y?cCTTP rTTPTSTMAS Mr. "
(Itic®
• Dressup and his puppet friends welcome
actress-singer Cree Summer Francks, pia­
nist Don Hines, ballet dancers Martme 
Lamy and Owen Montague and young 
carolers from the Canadian Opera Compa-
(5:3® (ID® ELEVEN W-10
EVENING
7-00® ® THE OLDEN DAYS COAT A 
younfflter (Megan Follows) returns to a 
martcal Christmas past, where she ^d
another (Kate Parr) have an adventure
that gives new meaning to the holiday and
CHRBTMAS The 
"ft.DoFascoxChoir (presents a program of. 
traditimtal hoUday carols.V ( 
gdS® @ @ TOMMY HUNTER CHRBTE^ 
The ori^hal cast of “Country Hoedown’’ - 
" (Gordie Yapp; King Ganam, Tommy Cora- 
mcm" fhe Hames Sisters and . Lorraine 
Woroman - ia reunited for a holiday cefe 
bratioD. .
(4J 0 PINOCCHIOR CHRISTMAS Ani­
mated. Pinocchio takes a job with a tour­
ing marionette show so he can buy a 
Christmas present for Papa Geppetto. (R) 
3.-00 @ © OF MUPPETS AND BSEN Mup- 
pet creator Jim Henson narrates a behind- 
the-scenes look at the production of the 
television series featuring his famous 
characters; guests seen in clips from “The 
Muppet Show” include Roger Moore, 
: Raquel Welch and Bob Hope.
■ rn NOEL _ ■
(1) ® SHARTS CHRISTMAS CONCERT 
Puppeteer Shari Lewis and her “friends” 
Larabchop and Charley Horse celebrate 
the holiday season in music and comedy at 
Ottawa’s National Arts Centre. (R)
(S © THE CHRISTEflAS SONGS Host 
Mel Torme with Les Brown and his Band 
of Renown are joind by Rich Little, George 
Shearing, Maureen McGovern, Marilyn 
( McCoo and Billy Davis Jr. for an evening 
of holiday musical entertainment. (R)
10:00 ® ® LES CHINOIS (SE)
® ® ® © JOHNNY CASH; A MERRY 
BfiEBdPHIS CHRISTMAS June Carter 
Cash, Rosanne Cash, Crystal Gayle, Eddie 
Rabbit and the Mighty Clouds of Joy join 
Johnny Cash for a holiday special from 
Memphis, Tennessee.
li:6o (3) © HURON CAROLS “Christmas At 
Ste. Marie Among tee Hurons” will also 
bepresented.
® © CHANTONS L’AMOUR AVEC 
JOHNUTTLETFON ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^
dD ® MUSICAL CHRISTMAS CARD 
11:30 @ @ CHRISTSIAS EVE CHURCH 
SERVICE Hie annual religious celebration 
(V of the holiday by St. George’s College is 
; presented from St. James’ Anglican Cathe­
dral in Toronto, Ont.
CD ® O © THE SPIRIT OF A PEO- 
PLE A holiday sharing of Polish Christmas 
: music features performances by members 
of the Pauline Fathers, Metropolitan opera 
soprano Teresa: Zylis-Gara and a Polish 
:,'i':-choir.'-:::: :
12:00 ® © ME^ I® MINUIT
® © O ® CHRBTMAS EVE SER­
VICE Charles Kuralt hosts a Christmas 
Elye Service presented from the Church of 
Sts. Peter and Paul in the South Bronx.
5J © SOLID GOLD CHRISTMAS SPE­
CIAL Hosts: Rex Smith, Marilyn McCoo. 
Guests; The Chipmunks, Marie Osmond, 
Yeter, Paul & M^, Donna Summer, Sis­
ter Sl^ge, John Schneider, Andrae 
Crouch, The Oak Ridge Boys, America.
FRIDAY EVENING Deicember z>4,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30
(2) Olden Coat DoFasco Xmas Tommy Hunter Christmas Of Muppets And Men The National Barney Miller
(T) Nouvelles Telejournal Grand-Papa Genies herbe Noel LesChinois
PM Northw. TheMuppets Pinocchio's Christmas Movie:"The Fish That Saved Pittsburgh” , ,
(m Ent. Tonight Tic Tac Dough The Powers 01 Matthew Star Knight Rider Remington Steele
m Fast Company Movie: "For The Love 01 Benji" Bizarre Johnny Cash
m Stehekin Family Feud The Dukes Of Hazzard Movie; “The Muppet Movie"
(8) Soap Fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard Shari’s Christmas Concert Johnny Cash
(Tl Creatures Great 8■ Small 11 Wash. Week Wall St. Wk. The Christmas Songs Elizabeth R
(n) M*A*S*H Barney Miller Movie: “V/hete The Red Fern Grows" News
(f5) M*A*S’H M.T. Moore Movie: “Miracle On 34 th Street" M‘A*S*H News
dD Vancouver Movie; "The Bells Of SL Mary's”
AFTERNOON
1-00(0 ® ★★★ “Where The Red Fern 
Grows” (1974, Drama) James Whitmore, 
Beverly Garland. A Depression-era young­
ster living in Oklahoma de-velops a deep
fondness for a pair of hunting dogs.
3:00® ® ★★“The Lret Years” (1976) 
Documentary. Newly unearthed docu­
ments purport that Jesus Christ undertook
a pilgrimage stretching from Rome to 
Tibet during the 16 years of his life not 
, recorded in the Gospels.
EVENING
7:30 ® © “Fw The Love Of Benji” 
(1977, Adventure) Patsy Garrett, Cynthia
Smith. A family take their newest addition,
the heroic and lovable dog they’ve adopt­
ed, on an adventure-packed trip to Rome. 
8:00 (D) ® ★★★ “Where The Red Fern 
Grows” (1974, Drama) James Whitmore, 
Beverly Garland. A Depression-era young­
ster living in Oklahoma develops a deep 
fondn^ for a pair of hunting dogs.
® © ★★★% “Miracle On 34th Street” 
(1947, Comedy) Maureen O’Hara, John 
Payne. An old man named Kris Kringle is 
hired by Macy’s to play Santa Claus in the 
Thanksgiving Day parade.
9:00 ® 0 ★★% ‘The Fish That Saved 
Pittshorgh” (1979, Comedy) Julius Erving, 
Stockard Channing. A 12-year-old boy and 
an astrologer put together a winning bas­
ketball team out of players who were all 
born under the sign of Pisces.
(D ® ★★★% “The Muppet Movie” 
(1979, Comedy) Voices by Jim Henson, 
Frank Oz. An ambitious frog seeking fame 
and fortune in the entertainment world 
sets out on an adventurous journey cross­
country from his Georgia home to Holly­
wood. (R)
(ID ® ★★★% "The Bells Of SL Bdary’s” 
(1945, Drama) Bing Crosby, Ingrid Berg­
man. A priest and a mother superior save 
an old parochial school by persuading a 
skinflint to donate land and a building to 
their cause.
12:05 © © ★★★★ “Alice’s Restaurant” 
(1969, Comedy) Arlo Guthrie, James Bro­
derick. Based on the song by Arlo Guthrie. 
A singer is arrested for littering and faces 
the trauma of Army induction.
® 0 ★★★★ “Sayonara” (1957,
Romance) Marlon Brando, Red Buttons. 
An American jet ace has a poignant affair 
with the star performer of a famed Japa­
nese acting company.
12:30® Q ★★★% “Tte HoDy And The 
Ivy(’ (1953, Drama) Ralph Richardson, 
Celia Johnson. The Yuletide season 
becomes a serious one for a country- 
preacher as he discovers the real reason 
his three children are unhappy.
1:30® © ★★★ “Hollywood, Hollywood” 
(1976, Musicale) Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire. 
Un montage de sequences extraites de 





Not Bad . 











2:00® 0 QUEENS MESSAGE / THE 
NATPHTY “The Nativity,” a 1956 adapta­
tion by the Festival Singers under the 
direction of Elmer Iseler, will be preceded 
by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth’s annual 
Christmas greeting and followed by 
“Christmas Memories.”
® ©rCHRISTMAS AT POPS The Boston 
Pops Orhestra, conducted by John Wil­
liams, is joined by the Tanglewood Festi­
val Chorus for an evening of Christmas 
music. ___ __
2:S0 ® @ ® © CAROLING, CAROLING 
The Mormon Youth Symphony and Chorus 
are featured in this concert of Christina 
music taped at the Mormon Tabernacle in 
SaltLakeCity. ___ _ __ .
3:00® 0 THROUGH THE EYES OF 
CHILDREN The wonder, awe and warmth 
of the holiday season are captured in tte 
words of youngsters and illustrated with 
traditional images and scenes.
® 0 CHRISTMAS EVE ON SESAME 
STREET The spirit of the Christmm sea­
son comes over Sesame Street as Big Bird 
attempts to uncover the secret of how San­
ta Claus gets down the chimney.
3:30® O BOOMERANG CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL Visions of gingerbreadmen 
dance in Norbert’s sleepy head as he cele­
brates the holiday with Mami Nixon and 
the puppet friends.
5:00 @ 0 ON THE TWELFTH DAY The
popular “Twelve Days Of Christmas” song 
is dramatized.
EVENING
6:30 @ 0 TUKKI “Tukiki And His Search 
For A Merry Christmas” Animated. An 
Eskimo boy journeys throughout the world 
to learn about Christmas. (R)
® O ® O NATIVITY Princess Grace 
and opera star Placido Domingo present a 
program of seasonal music and drama 
from Vatican City.
© Q MUSIC OF CHRISTMAS The Brig­
ham Young University Brass Ensemble 
joins the Mormon Tabernacle Choir in a 
presentation of songs of the season. ____
7:09 @ Q PHILHARMONIC FESTIvmES 
The Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra, con­
ducted by Richard Hayman, performs in a 
musical celebration of the holidays; 
“Beachcombers” star Bruno Gerussi is a 
special guest. ........ ......
8 00 @ @ THE SNOW QUEEN: AN ICE 
ballet Six Olympic skaters, including 
John Curry and Dorothy Haraill, join Jo Jo 
Starbuck and other world-class skaters for 
a performance of this ice ballet based on 
Hans Christian Andersen’s classic fairy 
tale.
® @ legendesindiennes 
© 0 KENNEDY CENTER HONORS 
Five distinguished American artists - 
George Abbott, LilUan Gish, Benny C-ood- 
man. Gene Kelly and Eugene Ormandy - 
are honored for their lifetime achieve­
ments in the performing arts; Walter
Cronkite hosts. ____
® © RONA JAFFE’S MAZES AND 
MONSTERS Four gifted college students 
return to college after summer vacation 
and become dangerously involved in the 
fantasy world of a theoretical war game; 
Chris Makepeace, Wendy Crewson, David 
Wallace and Tom Hanks star.
® © SURVIVAL “Mzima: Africa’s Mys­
terious Spring” Richard Kiley narrates a 
revealing look at the variety of creatures 
who visit Kenya’s Mzima Spring for nour­
ishment and those who make it their home.
8:30 ® © LEGENDES INDIENNES “Pit- 
chi: le rouge-gorgejV________
9:30 @ © THE WHITE CHRISTMAS OF 
archie NICOTINE Based on the story by 
W.O. Mitchell. A Cree Indian (Johnny 
Yesno) is allowed to use the front lawn of a 
manse to sell Christmas trees to the white
^^©^^CHORLAE PRO<»RDO DED-
MONTON ,
® © CHRISTMAS IS Unhappy with his 
role as the second shepherd in the school 
play, a young boy learns the real meaning 
of Christmas when he is transported back 
to the Nativity.
10:00 @ © CHRISTMAS AT RIDEAU HALL 
The family of Governor-General Ed 
Schreyer is joined by top Canadian enter­
tainers - including Maureen Forrester, 
Douglas Campbell, Ed Evanko, Don Har- 
ron, Catherine McKinnon and Royal Winni­
peg Ballet dancers Evelyn Hart and David 
Peregrine - for a holidav celebration. (RI
SATURDAY EVENING jcember J?5,1982;
7:00 ^ 7:30 8:00 8:30 i 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
(T) Philharmonic FesI ivities The Snow Queen: An Ice Ballet A. Nicotine" Christmas At Ride au Hall Y;" -
Monde merveilleux de Disney Indiennes Indiennes Lautrec'83 Chorlae Pro-Cordc d'Edmonton :::
iTelejournaT'Y':;
(D Memories With Lawrence Welk T.J. Hooker Love. Boat Fantasylsland :
KING 5 Magazine Ditf. Strokes Silver Spoons A Break Love, Sidney
The Devlin Connection ; ;: :>Y: :::
f6l The Jeffersons Circus Movie: "A Christmas Carol” Christmas Is Trapper John M.D. : : YY: :::
(T) Donahue Kennedy Center Honors ; CBS News Special
(T) Dili. Strokes Circus Rona Jaffe's Mazes And Monsters ■ ; T.J. Hooker ;;,Y; ' Y Y':"" -: :
(D Paoer Chase Survival The Galaxy : Two Ronnies
Movie: "The Bishop's Wife”
(TTt Buck Rogers Movie; "Scrooge” Movie:"PardonUs”:;
(1^ The Avengers Streets Of San Francisco Movie: "SongOf Norway’’ : Y
M Movie; "Sinbad And The Eye Of The Tiger” Love Boat
Fantasy Island
AFTERNOON
12:00® fg SUN BOWL North CaroUna Tar 
Heels vs. Texas Longhorns from El Paso, 
T6X ■ ' '
12:30 ® © NFL WEEK IN REVIEW
1:00® ® STORTSWORLD Scheduled: 
highlights of the World Ice Speedway 
Motorcycle Championship (from Assen, 
Netherlands); World Pro Ski Race (from 
Lake Tahoe, Calif,).
2:00 (S) ® WRESTLING
3:00 ® ® ® © SKATE CANADA EXHI- 
BinONS Skaters from Canada, U.S.S.R., 
United States, Great Britain and Finland 
compete in a non-competitive ice show.
O © WRESTLING
4:00® © ® © WTOE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled: A docu-drama of the 
1932 Olympic Games held in Los Angeles; 
a look at the world of Dowhill Skiers as 
seen from the eye of a camera.
01) a SOCCER
5:00 ® 0 WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
Scheduled: a special performance of the 
World Figure Skating Champions (from 
Copenhagen, Denmark); coverage of the 
International Ski Flying event (from 
Kulm, Austria).
7:00 03) a “Sinbad And The Eye Of The 
Tig^’ (1977, Adventure) Patrick Wayne, 
Jane Seymour. A dashing hero battles 
unearthly creatures and a deadly tiger to 
remove the curse that stands between a 
young prince and-his rightful place on the 
throne.
8:00 (S © “A Christmas Carol”
(1951, Fantasy) Alastair Sim, Kathleen 
Harrison. Based on the story by Charles 
Dickens. A cold-hearted miser learns the 
value of compassion through ghostly 
adventures on Christmas Eve.
03 ® “Scrooge” (1970, Musical)
Albert Finney, Alec Guinness. Based on 
Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol.” A miserly 
old codger mends his tight-fisted ways 
when three spirits visit him on ChrLstmas 
Eve.
9:00 ® “Song Of Norway” (1970,
Musical) Florence Henderson, Toralv 
Maurstad. Famous Norwegian composer 
Edvard Grieg finds true romance and wide 
acclaim.
10:00 ® © *** “The Bishop’s Wife” (1948, 
Fantasy) Cary Grant, Loretta Young. 
Obsessed by his dream of erecting a cathe­
dral, a bishop endangers his marriage until
he is aided by a friendly spirit.
03 ® ^*44 “Pardon Us” (1931, Comedy): 
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Two men stage 
a commotion in a prison mess hall.
11:15 ® © ★★%“Funny Girt” (1968, Musi-;; 
cal) Barbara Streisand, Omar Sharif.; ^5 
Grace a une belle voix et a un talent de 
comique, une jeune fille obtient un engage­
ment dans un music-hall de quartier.
11:30© © “Quera Of The St^nst ,
Ballroom” (1975, Romance) r Maureen ^ 
Stapleton, Charles Burning; A recent;Wd- !;|^ 
ow becomes involved with a married mail-; i;- 
man she meets at a local Bronx dance hall;' y 
0g ® ☆•<rV4“The CaU Of The WUd” 
(1976, Adventure) - John Beck,; Beniard 
Fresson. Based on the story by Jack Lon- ^ 
don.Two men posse^d by gold fever bat­
tle the elements in the frozen Klondike.
11:45 @ © ikik*‘The Bishop’s Wife” (1943, ; ; 
Fantasy) Cary Grant, . LorettaYoung. 
Obsessed by his dream of erecting a cathe-, ; ; 
dral, a bishop endangers his marriage until 
he is aided by a friendly spirit.
1205® © ★**V4“Harry And;Tontq”.v
(1974, Comedy) Art Carney, Ellen Burstyn.
An old gentleman and his beloved cat set; ;; 
off on an adventure-filled cross-county 
journey. „
® © ☆★^' 'The Greatest Story Ever; j 
Told” (1965, Drama) Max yon Sydow; John ; ; 
Wayne. For 33 years^ J^us Christ, ■walks,; 
Earth as a mortal man until he is crucified 
on thecross.
'S':;-V;
10:00 Sj© CHILDREN’S CINEMA “Padd­
ing; ton Bear” (Part 3) ; ^
AFTERNOON
12:00® © SURVIVAL- “Mzima;_ Africa’s 
Mysterious Spring” Richard Kiley nar­
rates a revealing look at the variety of ;
creatures who visit Kenya’s Mzima Spring 
for nourishment and those who make it; 
■■ their home.:
: 10:15 ® @ 1982: A YEAR OF STRUGGLE
Peter Mansbridge and other CBC report­
ers recap the major domestic and interna­
tional news stories of the past 12 months.
11:00 ® @ BLUES AND GONE BiU Wilson 
of “Ain’t Misbehavin’ ” and “Eubie” fame 
choreographed this evening of song and 
dance based on the poetry of ^gston 
Hughes and the music of Duke Ellington, 
ft 11:80 ® 0 AK NEWS CIDSEUP “Asbes­
tos: The Way To Dusty Death” Jules Berg­
man updates his 1978 report on the health
hazards of astestos expcsure to both indi^ 
trial workers and ; the general public, 
examining the recent trends in compensat-
cais, separes de lenr unite, ont reuss-i a 
echapper aux AUemands et liberer Icurs 
amis fails prisonniers,
1-00 ® Q “Barbary Qasi" (1935,,
Drama) Joel McCrea. Edward G. Robin­
son. Red lights, gambling and bcwjing 
reign in San Francisco in the 1 SOlfe; '
03 ffi “Batman” (1966, Comedy)
Adam West, Burt Ward. Saperh«oes Bat­
man and Robin are threatened by the ccm-; 
bined forces of four dastardly undawcrid
^figures.; '
2:30 ® © “Bod ea ^dkT {1953.
Melodrame) Anthony Quinn, May Britt Un 
homme regagce son village et constate que
- sa bien amee, s'est Gancee a un autre.
S;P0(S) O .**•% “Kara For Your Li^ 
Otariie &own” (1977, Comedy) Animated. 
Voices of Duncan Watson, Greg Fdtaa 
Based on a comic strip by Charles Scialz.;
; Charlie Bmwn and the entire “Peanuts” , 
gang head for summer camp ■where thq?: 
become involved in several wild adv«i-r 
tures.
evening;
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EVENING
7:00 ® 0 NFL FOOTBALL Buffalo Bills at
AFTEHN(X)N
12:30® © “On a retrouve la sep-
tieme compagnie” (1975, Comedie) Pierre 
Mondy, Jean Lefebvre. Trois soldats fran-
mocde” (1978, Polider) Bruno (iems;, j 
Donald Pleasenee.: Une femme qnij 
emprunte par megarde le pas^pcut d'un 
autre s’iMplique a son Insu dans sm tene- 
breuse affaire de negociations pBUtic^;; 
eccnomiques. :
03 © **% “You Can’t Run A^y From 
It” (1956, Comedy) June .AHyson,: Jack 
Lemmon. A runaway heiress becomes 
involv^ with a reporter traveling crQ&
country. ;
(g) © “FU^Frren Asfc!ya’;{19o4, 
Adventure) Yul Brynner, Rieb^ Wid-, 
mark. Three aviators rwail their varied 
; pasts while involved in recue operations 
during World War S in the Pacific.
8:30 ® © ® © “The BladeStai-
lioo” (1979. Adventure) Kdly ReM, Mii*- 
ey Rooney. Afta- being rescaen frcci the 
island on’ which they were shipwrecked
- together, a young boy and a horse beconte
- involved in the race of the century, ;
9d)0® © “Seezer” (Premiere, Drama)
Karen Valentine, Mariclare CosteHo, A
. therapist uses her eager and frier^lv dog 
to help a group of emotioTially disturb^
Sy Kate Woods
RQuhding up Roy
My husband’s birthday 
is next month, and I know - 
he would love a picture of 
Roy Rogers, ‘iiiaybo with 
his horse Trigger.; Can ; 
you jtell me where T can 
write. It would be his best 
birthday since seeing his 
first Roy Rogers movie,;
:: Try writing; Roy’s: ^ent; 
Art Rush for: a; triptdown; 
memory.; larie : for your 
husband: 'His address i fe:
: 10221: Riverside Dr. A &ite 




a recent Joarmie Loves 
Chachr* episode, l^cheT 
Weissman played itervsi. 
who everyone ttmught; 
was Faui : McCartney- 
: Please tell me if he 
starred;
“BeaUemanla.” 1 have^a 
bet that he did. :
/'t ; Weissman-has; made-a:
C3r06f of s 1
resemblance to Par I 
McCa-dney. He .o-riginated: 
the ■ rijie.: of' the-; peattes'. 
- bass, ;-.
“Beatjemania."; kdoving.ori 
. 10. another Beatle ,We^s- 
..mart was' recenfry ' musicat 
. director for tbe'lplay' 
“LenoGn,” whiob j:.ran.;; 
■’;LC*ndon arsd Nev/York. B'-it 
pfeyed.Fau: .
RECALLING dEFF 1 -- 
What happened to
; Jeff Cf artier?
- ■ -The jpe^sisr:; ’50$ iSfR: 
tstar'^d ed; from;; SR ^-aHsrgk:.
;■ reactic n: 10': ar^heiic-
-vsrhaet ndergoiig st^g«y.ar;
He“w3s 43 andjhad 
^recent /: ;CGmD{€*i^wnaT 
jbecacT e: his ■; last'him,:
• "Meef, 's iJafB:Klers.“ I-
Kate'’ metcanieesi 
Quest oris jo,
i teievs m snc ’poim, bus*-;; 
f/ress' petsorai ties,.:: but-; 
ibec3fx:-ot toe vtM’ne cf 
’ perscftst .







6:00 03 © CHRISTMAS WORLD The Mor­
mon Youth Symphony and Chorus are fea­
tured in a joyous and inspirational celebra­
tion of the universal goodwill of the holi­
day season.
AFTERNOON
1:30 ® O THE BRIDGE OF ADAM RUSH 
A young boy learns to accept his new 
father as they work against time to con­
struct a bridge.
5:00 @ 0 THE PLANK In a dialogue-free 
presentation two builders create confusion 
and mayhem as they travel across town 
with a board to repair their floor.
® O ® © FESTIVAL Highlights of the 
fifth annual Canadian Festival of Youth 
Orchestras — held recently in Banff, Alta. - 
- are presented.
5:30® 0 YES MINISTER Jim Hacker 
(Paul Eddington) plays mediary when the 
British Chemical Corporation tries to 
enlist the aid of Sir Humphrey Appleby 
(Nigel Hawthorne) in manufacturing a 
chemical that local residents find similar 
to another that has already proven harm­
ful.
EVENING
6:00 © 0 YOUNG PEOPLE’S SPECIAL
“Grandma Didn’t Wave Back’’ A young 
girl and her family learn how to cope with 
an aging^grandmother and senility.
6:30 ® Q SURVIVAL “Mzima: Africa’s 
Mysterious Spring” Richard Kiley nar­
rates a revealing look at the variety of 
creatures who visit Kenya’s Mzima Spring 
for nourishment and those who make it 
their home.
7:00 (@ © TOO YOUNG TO DIE Johnny 
Mann hosts this International Christian 
Aid documentary depicting the plight of 
starving children in Uganda, Thailand, 
Somalia and Ethiopia.
9:00 (5) 0 GRADS The unemployment prob- 
lem faced this year by university gradu­
ates who hoped to find good jobs upon 
receipt of their diplomas is examined.
10:00 ® O RALLY FOR MUSIC “A Christ­
mas Symphony” The Atlantic Symphony 
Orchestra performs with guest conductor 
Skitch Henderson and guests Toiler Cran­
ston, pianist William Truth and singer-pia­
nist Judith Lander.





10:00® © NFL FOOTBALL Green Bay 
Packers at Atlanta Falcoris 
® © FOOTBALL AMERICAIN Les 
Chiefs de Kansas City recoivent les 49ers 
de San Francisco.
® 0 NFL FOOTBALL Seattle Seahawks 
at Cincinnati Bengals
® © ® © NFL FOOTBALL Oeveland 
Browns at Houston Oilers 
(7) ii NFL FOOTBALL San Francisco 
49ers at Kansas City Chiefs
AFTERNOON
1:00 ® © NFL WEEKLY MAGAZINE 
© 0 NFL FOOTBALL Philadelphia 
Eagles at Dallas Cowboys 
4:00 (I) © WESTERN OUTDOORSMAN 
03 ©SPORTS PAGE 
4:30® © KODAK ALL-AMERICAN 
FOOTBALL TEAM A salute to outstanding 
players in college football as selected by 
the American Football Coaches Associa­
tion is^esented. ___
5:00 ® @ SUPER SOCCER
EVENING
9J>O03 © CANADIAN FINALS RODE9 
Coverage of events from Northland’s Coli­
seum in EMmonton.
SUNDAY EVENING y y^ cemt>er 26,1982|;:
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 1 10:30"
(T) Movie: “The Wiza rd Of Oz” Grads' ;; Y'-;i . ;
Rally.For Music;
(J) Met.-Bou.-Do. Pierrot Cinema,
Le TelejournatY
f4) Ripley’s Believe It Or Not! Matt Houston Movie: “Shampoo”
(T) Voyagers! CHiPs Movie: "Battle Beyond The Stars”
(D It Takes Two The Jeffersons Archie Bunker Gloria Quincy W5
m 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Gloria The Jeffersons Day At Time
Trapper John, M.D.; .;:
(8) That's Incredible Matt Houston Quincy
W5
(D Survival | S. Previews Nature T Masterpiece Theatre : Body In Question
fm Solid Gold Laugh Trax 60M.P.H. Contact : Y
The Treshoid. Focus y:';;Y'Y-
Too Young To Die Movie:"Seven Brides ForSeven Brothers’’,
60 Minutes
60 Minutes CHiPs Canadian Finals Rodeo
AFTERNOON
12:00 03 ® •^★★“H®ctiiffl Unc&ained” 
(1960, Adventure) Steve Reeves, Sylva
koscina. Hercules attempts a labor of love 
when he sets out to rescue the beautiful 
woman to whom he’s betrothed. :
1:30® © “Song Of Norway” (1970,
Musical) Florence Henderson, Toralv 
Maurstad. Famous Norwegian composer 
EMvard Grieg finds true romance and wide 
acclaim. „
® “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang”
(1968, Fantasy) Dick Van Dyke, Sally Ann 
Howes. A peculiar inventor travels to a 
fantasy land in a dilapidated but magical 
car which is also an airplane and a hydro-
foil. /_
® ® “Moses” (1976, Drama) Burt 
Lancaster, Anthony Quayle. The life of the 
biblical leader who brought the Hebrews 
out of slavery in Egypt and took them to 
the borders of the Promised Land is chron­
icled.
2dKt03 © "The Love Boat” (1976,
Cksmedy) Karen Valentine, CJoris Leach- 
man. The passengers and crew aboard a 
luxury liner have romantic misadventures:
EVENING
yjlOCS m Ik*** ‘The Wiaanl Of Oz” 
(1939, Fantasy) Judy Garland, Ray Bolger.
A young girl from Kansas dreams of trav­
eling to the mystical, magical land of Oz 
with her dog and three make-believe 
friends. (R)
8 00 © *** “Sevai Brides For Seven
Brot!^” (1954, Musical) Howard Keel, 
Jane Powell. The rest of a troop of wild 
brothers decides to marry after one of 
them takes the initiative.
9:00 ® 0 ***% “Shampoo” (1975, Com­
edy) Warren Beatty, Julie Christie. A Bev­
erly Hills hairstylist; runs into humorous 
and complicated problems when he mixes 
work with pleasure. (R) (Parental dis­
cretion is advised) ;;
® © **% “Battle Beytffld The Stars”,
(1980, Science-Fiction) BJchard Tliomas, 
John Saxon. A representative of a galactic 
alliance rounds up a motley group of space; 
warriors to thwart the schema of a ruth­
less conquerer. ™ „
11:30 ® © ***%“Rcwn At The Top” 1 
(1959, Drama) Laurence Harvey, Simone 1 
Signoret. A young man plans to advance
: himself in a new town by romancing the 
dauehterof a wealthy industrialist. ; ;;
@3 © ***% Tre^’Y(1952,
Adventure) Liam Redmond, Andre Morelli. 
Secret agents concoct a plan to disrupt the
industrial structure of Britain.
11:45 ® 0 **H ‘‘I^eI '
Romance) Sophia Loren, Richard;Burton....
A mature, married woman suddenly finds : 
the beginnings of an affair in a chance 
meeting.
12 05 ® ® EHect Of Gamnsaw^
Rays (to BSan-lD-The-MoOT aS^olds”
(1973, Drama) Joanne: W Nell
Potts. Two sisters; brought up in tin atmos-
phereofpovertyandneglectdeveloptotal-v 
ly different outlooks bn life.
(!) © *% “I Escaped From:Devils
Island” (1973, Adventure) Jim [ Brown,
: Christopher George. A cqnricted^^^^m^^
: and his prison pal lead a band of convict.
escapees through shark-infested waters.
12:15dJ © **% “A Christmas Without 
; Snow” (1980, Drama) Michael Learned,
' John Houseman. A group of choir mem-
: i bers of 1 varyingj back^oundsf^
“ abilities struggle under the leadership of a 
? pertectionist director to present Handel’s ; 
“Messiah.” (R)
; YlftOO ® © CHILDREN^ CINEMA “Padd­
ington Bear” (Part 4)
EVENING
8:00 ® 0 ALL THE DAYS OF BJY LIFE 
An elderly widow (Norma Renault) decides 
toescapeherisolatedexistencebyento- 
ing-Fairhaven House, a home for semor:;;
citizens where she develops a spedal rela- 
V ti^^^^^ retired union organizer
(Antony Parr); □ “ I.
9:(W> © ii ROM JAFFE^ MAZES AND 
MONSTERS Four gifted college students 
return to college aft^ summer vacation : 
and become dangerously involved in the 
fantasy world of a theoretical war gam^ 
Chris Makepeace, Wendy Crewson, David j; 
Wallace and Tom Hanks star.
9:30 ® © LES CmNOB (4E) 
lOHM ® : @ NBC WHYTE PAMS “Reagan 
At Mid-Term” Roger Mudd and Tom Bro-:: 
kaw examine the first: two years of the ; i 
Reagan administration, including its for­
eign and 'economic policies,' and the sue- ;
; cesses and failures to date of the adminis-;
:tration’s programs.
2:30® © *** “Mais qni a vn Je 
(1977, Comedie) Gordon Pinseat, J<»o 
; Ferrer- Dans les annees 30. un jeuM gar-: 
con grandit dans un village de I'onest oa 
son pere Ini apprend le r^pect et I’amour 
delanature.
3d)0 ® © *** “n* little Prince” <1974. 
Musical) Richard Kiley, Gene WSder. An 
airline pilot stranded in the desm
rencounters a strange little boy ffsKTi a
tant planet who is searching for the can^: 
of his unhappiness. \ : rr
;i“.EVENING' 1
: A3tin,:YviKne Wilder. A lieutenant cooi-; 
: iinaader takes cfHmnaiid of tlm snimsarine 
i USS. SeaTIgev whidi is far from ship
; ':shape.’'-;-;
ig) © **W “Asagna»3t: ^inkh”: 
:;: {1972,rMystery) Richard Basehart, R<^: 
iSebeido-. Tfe govermnest is assisted i^a: 
Ssaloim O'wner inlreeovaicg stefe gold:, 
■ ::dnring World War JL ; : : ; '
feOO 03 © *** “A Special mf' (1377, 
Romance) Sophia Loren, MarceDo: 51^
AFTraKN(K)N
12:30 ® © **4* “Les Oq&elins” (1976, 
Drame) ®Aliocha Tcherstov, ivess 
Boudrattis. Sepafe durant la guerre, im 
ecrivain dans le trentainerse met en fr^ 
■ de retracerses deux freres.v r 
1:00 ®‘®; **%“Belova EMmy” (1936, 
Drama) Eteyid Niven. Merle Ofaeron. Love 
transcends bitter partisan: lines when an 
Irish patriot discovers he Iovk an ^glislt 
woman during the early ’20s.■: : “
' 03 ffi *★ “SeiiKiticKs" (1944,_Musical)
Eleanor Powell, Dennis OTCrefe. A talant- 
ed dancer makes a ini.ri«.i
debut
ing their lives without ever findiBg a trae
love discover romance ■with eadiotiiM’. ; 
iLSe® ®:**^ "!®^” (1969. Drama)
: : Richard Bradford James _ Italy. A 
I; university medical center is plagued with. 
“ daily crises including malpractice suits-
12.-05 (S© **)i “The ^saneKkr (1976,
; Drama) Frank Moore, Jim Hassaaw; Two 
“ modern-day Don (Juixotes discover that 
.winning; one of life’s batties mily lcads tO ; 
“"another:- Y: YJ:
® © ;*★ “TriMidowa" (1976.;Drama), 
James Mitdnnn, Cathy L^Oosfay- A; 
Y: Montana ranch owner scours Los Angate ;
Costast Joe. ^ fsmain
YNow I that-Vin: Stilly;: PAS 
iolneci.NBG's.*;!a|or League 
basebalL bnsadcasrYt^inY 
: what wi! be Tony Kubek’sl 
fate’’’ Several p-ubl-shed 
reports sayttiefoimerT^l 
kee shoastep is serious'/ 
considering joining
prostitute and pawn of a big-time racket- ;
veABaanP (Psit 2) (1973, Homr) Bette 
: Davis. David Adcroyii. A yrong ewipte 
leave the cityclife bdsind to settle ia a 
;: riBMte New Eh'gland town bot^ by a ;
Ynatibnat Y ba^baBllevents 
featuring the; ; Montreal 
: Expps; and YToronto 5 Blue; 
Jays.
Meanwhile, young 
i spCHTt setter;; ^b-CostasY 
whose descriptive; stjte is
iSimife :to Marv Albert's, 
continue: as v NBC's 
b^baii play-by-play nrian 
on its back-up crew. Joe 
Garaglola remains on the 
betwofk’s: baseball
Yielec^ti “Y.; Y'l;
HOOP ACTION — Lots 
;;0f Y basketball action this 
; week. On Tuesday, E)ec. 
28f the USA network -wm air 
; a YcoHege dcubleheader 
frorn Ythe Breri^n Byrne 
fArenaY in yNsw Jersey's 
Meadowfands-Ylbe match-
Y Y;- resB".^
Y Y-- _is';;j:®ksig: to
^Y^
V ups': feature Arkah^ vs."Tl^ /S^Dnde _ ^
; SV '' Feter'i'in- the-opener.'Sre to 
"andlAf^Vkginjavs-N-jrin ^
:C2fo5na State’!n;ineisec- 3saGblp''^sr:2h'St;-,;; . '
ondgame. i .nr.ers!3.nd the
Y; In,.The.: NBA. ;the; AtYnta".cafrf'as weB5as'anyOfi&
-Hawks;' who :areYseen cn Issvs whO; sS
■Ted .Turner’s:.SuperstaTiof*; dec -
;WTBS" wirf'p'ay. the .
iPG-Bu:!s:on-TuesdayYCec: '^sb represents,L.A.:
;'28:; OpvTburscayYl^ SOY ■qu3;'ierback Vrnce .Ferra-;: Y;; 
liney'a'. pfav I'Ye IBuck: fjo "garroarKi New.,York Yarik---: 
"Miiwaukee: .:r:riat;.y' c-rs ..:ee5y.»Jtfe5d€;’:LoaP}ni®^-:; 
SalprdayY.Yar Y;yY: the;i:-YY l:::.:- Y :.Y Y Y y-“.’'- Y'
Hawics. A^'-o rea’c'e re k-e G3LF ACTION -— NB- - 
sta'" Dominijjue WJk .ns J *e.~.-5e “’e SSJ-s’jSu- 
playl^'^ the;l^Washingt60 '-And,.;i I Wifasms:.:on.:y; 
Bullets. Sar-.-oa,-.^ ~eo "'i snl-
FUTUHE FLANS —‘-’2w Sun iu T-e ,v
-;>bfk:YGiantSY Quarterfcaeki;;^^ 8i^.-:Y
: PM Sirtmis.lwho:ha3 ^ent l.riea Jtduf ■ Y; 'b-rey. 
the 1962 season cn the Cc-u se in S.-n > r
^ednesclav, December 22, 1982
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THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS 
FOR ONLY ^20 A MONTH
DRAFT HORSE EQUIPMENT WANTED: 
A chain harrow (not "flexible or 
toothed"), a long (Canadian) style 
walking plow, wagon, a riding buggy, or 
any other equipment. Please call Mike 
Openshaw, Clam Bay Farm, North 
Pender Island, 112-629-6313. na-52
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
for nil yout Slone, niiisonry and niarDle supplies: cement and conctele mixes, eic. 
We will supply niaietinl and inloimalion tor Do-ll-Yoursell.
RECIPES WANTED. Send us your 
favorite recipe. To be printed in Van­
couver Island cookbook to be pubisihed 
soon. Absolutely no obligation. Prizes for 
the bst 5 unusual. Send to Box Z, c/o 
Sidney Review, 2367 Beacon AVe., 
Sidney, B.C. V8L1W9.
REWARD FOR the return of one Tex Tan 
Kenway western saddle, suede seat, tan 
color, some tooling, double rigged; one 
Miller western saddle, dark brown, older 
style, initials "T.C.” carved in back. One 
pair tooled tan sadle bags. Missing 
December? or8.Call382-2305 52
LOST: Lady's gold ring with large green
peridot stone. On or near Beacon Ave., 
Friday, December 3rd. Keepsake. 
Reward. Please call 656-2092. 51
HOW TO SURVIVE THE 80's. A non 
economic approach. Send $3 to Box 
2531, Sidney, B.C. Money back 
guaranteed. 1218-52
FLEA MARKET, SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. 750-tfn
SEEKING A WEEKLY SUPPORT 
GROUP, coping with 
separation/divorce? Professional 
leadershp, also public monthly info 
meetings. Call Divorce Lifeline 386- 
4331. tfn
COMPARE OUR PRICES 
Open Saturdays Phone 652--0522
WANTED ALDER: In standing or
preferably split and piled. P.U. in most 
areas of B.C. and Yukon. Long Term 
Contract possible. Reply C.C.L. Box 202, 
Duncan, b.C. V9L3X3. na-51
IS THE SMALL, thin white cat I
frequently feed, a stray or is it yours?? 
Please call 656-6693. 5i
BOOZE if you choose, but if you want to 
stay dry, give us a try. Alcoholics 
Anonymous, 383-7744. 1324-52
ARDWEL AREA. Is the small thin white
cat I frequently feed a stray or is it 
yours? Please call 656-6693. 51
CANADIAN TALENT PLUS LTD.
presents the winners of the 1st annual 
Christmas talent show. Blue Skies, 
Stven Mosely and Gonzo magic with 
special guest. Come sing googey and be 
Merry at the Christmas dance. White 
Eagle Hall, 90 Dock St. Victoria, Dec. 
23rd, 7 p.m. - 2 a.m. Licences and 
Raven's catering. Tickets, $6.50. Call 





Rebuilding exhaust systems. For
MARINE ENGINES DIESEL & GAS






CANADIAN TALENT PLUS, booking 
agency with magicians, Santa Claus, 
belly-exotic dancers, catering and video 
services for your Christmas and all 
occasions. Parties. 384-5556. 1296-4
Obituaries
FLEA MARKET. SANSCHA HALL, every 
Sunday, 9-3 p.m. For info and table 
reservations, 656-5316 eves. 751-tfn
BARBER SHOP AND LIVING QUARTERS 
rent $350.00 monthly. Need chair and 
clippers only. Ideal for single person. 








FAIR DEAL. INVEST $4,860.00. in ex­
change for teh expertise to earn 
$6,000.00. and more per month. 










Interior — Exterior 
Paper Hanging
ROOFING - BESTMELT ROOFING 
EQUIPMENT. Kettles, hoists, engines, 
pumps, small equipment replacement 
tubes (any make, any model). Phone 
Langley, B.C. 112-888-2117 or 112-888- 
3466. na-51
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it year 
round, using an aluminum and glass 
greenhouse! Write for free brochure to: 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 Hedley 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail 
orders now available. na-51
TALENT PLUS ENTERTAINMENT
magazine. Coming January, 83. 
Highlights articles on the entertainment 
industry, television films and dramatic 
presentation, including promotional 
stories on artists and their work. Sub­
scribe to Talent Plut Entertainment 
Magazine, only $10 per year. 317-620 
View St , Victoria, V8W1J6. 1308-4
MORRISON — Florence Ella, of Sidney, 
B.C., peacefully at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on Dec. 16, 1982 in her 95th 
year. Survived by one son Archie 
Morrison (in Sidney) and one daughter 
.Muriel Greenbank (Saskatchewan), four 
grandchildren and 10 great-grand­
children. Memorial service will be held 
Thursday, Dec. 23rd at 9 AM in St. 
Andrews Anglican Church, Sidney, Rev. 
D. Fuller officiating. Cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined, donations may be 
made to St. Andrew’s Church. 
Arrangements through the Memorial 











U-CUT LOGS in pile, $35 cord. Cut 
blocks, U-load and haul $50; also alder 
and slab wood, 65i2-2445. ? 924 -52
ASK ME HOW!
Herbalife Consultant
FIREWOOD. Alder, maple and fir, un­
split $80; cord; split $90. Discount on 
volume. Also' dry fir, $110 cord. Salt-: 
spring Island, 112-653-9240. 829-4/83
ASTRO PLUMBIMG 
& HEATING










"Big or Small 






FIREWOOD FOR SALE, 1 cord $85, %
fir,/ alder, split and delivered, orders 
/only: 656-9239 J^^^ ;
..CRACK OF N OO N: Loggi ng Co. F i re wood
; Suppliers, /serving; Sidhey,| Brentwood 7 
:;and;Saanich; Peninsula from Saltsipring ; 
' island. Full cords delivered. Alder, split; 
;$80; unsplit $70,385-2371, Cliff Brown.
1099^6/
REFLEXOLOGY
Stimulates poinls on feet andi body. 
Relaxes: you,/ promotes ..feeling/ of 
health Swell.being..Varyirig rates, of­
fice or home.
652.3089;i:.::^:////5M:
YOUR PROFESSIONAL BARBER & HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
' and Modern Hairstyling
Perms (Body Waves), Colouring
ARiPI A GDUIIT on 2nd street 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
yPH0LSIERY^SEII¥!eE CENTRES
•REUPHOLSTERY - SOFAS; CHAIRS, RECLINERS, ETC. 
•REPAIRS — SPrInGS, FRAMES, WOOD REFiNiSHING 
•3 STEP UPHOLSTERY & CARPET CLEANING 
•‘‘SOIL GUARD” FABRIC PROTECTION
“Senior Citizens Discount"
.. '7;.''-/:..::'.383.110a FASTSERViCE/''
am - B pm MON - SAl 
SSm/ING THE SAANICH PENINSULA
FIREWOOD — fir & alder $85.00; :oak;s
$95.00 ; per cord, full measured cord, 
splitj& delivered. Storm clean-p, cheap 
rates, anytime. 656-4827. 1345-52
;FOR! ID ;very!; unusua I' origina 1/ reel jaes 
from the early settlers send $2.00 and 
self stamped: envelope to Box Z c/o 
Sidney REview, 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B C V8L 1V79 (E G.) Bread 




; / Now Construction and Repairs / /
:: Specializing in Hot Water Heating / :;;/
1D410 Ail Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 65B-1580
•TYPESETTING •BUSINESS FORMS 
•PRINTING •PHOTOCOPIES
5th & Beacon (Driftwood Centre)
SAAHiCH OUCH ARDS
/Fresh juicy :apples'
- Open Daily 
1412 White Rd.; 





DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Roshingling
Repairs lo/Vonls, 
Eaves & Chimney 
; Flashing \
APPLES:
Free: delivery Saanich I’eninsula, 
.Macs. / Spartans-;and .Goldens, 
Minlmuin/tO l'bs,/$i:?.00/ /:
652-1579.9 am-?
Shoot Metal, Mealing; Ventilation and jnsulalibn;.











3 Room groups, DHcholor ouitds, 
i Indlvlclual: pldces, /hido-a-bods, 
rollaWays, moplhTo month,/
833 Ydtoo 383-3655
Thi? Blankot Clareltl^d.'! of; IMoB,C, , .Yukon CommuntlY Nowspapors 
Association / allow: you to; place your/classifiocl : acl v(nmore than 70/ 
/nowspapors. In tidaily every suburban and rural: rnaikot.botwooh: 'Van' 


















711T W. Saanich Rd,
MIST HAVEN RidinR Academy offers 
adult and childrens English riding 
lessons, flat and lumping. Well-schooled 
horses provided, Close to/ Sidney!; 
Boa rd I n f{ a va i I a bl e, 6 5 6 -316 7, 942-
/4nnB3______ _________________ ______
, OAK *’ M^D6'ws7'Xesson5;. breaking
training and : boarding,: Indoor ring; 
special Huntor-Equitation /Clinic^ 
Christmas Holidays, 479-6843., Tape 
message it no answer, ' 1T84-52
the systorn works, help you wrilo 
tho ad and place 11 In all the 
association new^papoiB,
^Onead.^:://:::^:■/;:^-■/:'■::'■/''/''
Lot us do Iho hard work. Wo can 
deliver your cid to some 601000 
households /and more than a 
million loaders throughout B,C & 
JhoYukon/:/-,-
UPHOUSTERINO, etc. ,, Jerry H«v««r
/'*'Gu'nraftlM:..(;yi|om,Wfc/k rmpdcit •lefte 7B50.W*tl.W«/OT>,.,,,,
• Pfampi l'io'viM:!.* fm Cistimaies:. / wllw . ..'. SiiMn.Ic.nton, W.C. j
REWARD FOR Iho return ot one Tex Tan 
Kenway yvestern saddle, suede seat/tan 
color, some l(solinB, fJduhle rigjiied;/bne 
Miller western saddle; dark brown, older 
stylo, initials "T.C '’ carved In back, Ope 
pair tooled tan saddle bags. December ? 
/or 8. Call 382»2305,:/.:/.:::'//'-//.//'^":':/.62/ 
' fiiWRRFD
WEGIAN f:I.KHqpND ipOPS/ Loving/ 
cuddly, Christmas gifts as low as *76.00, 
Phone Salmon Arm U2'8324587 after 
::4 Piim:;./:na‘8.)l.: 
BUY'~BRlb'':''CHAHbi:AjS“'l;c^ 
Dscember 3i; income tax deduetablo, 
■'Very" reasdnably priced,' 'Can "'board.' 
; Raise your own beef. 666-62t8,1347 !»2
You or your'secretary will do one 
slmpte bit pf poporwoik, - -
The only way to cover DC; and 
the Yukon with a classified ad and
For more than 26 wards Ihdre ts 
: an additional charge of 8250 per
Sklmcv Review 
9831 Third SL 656-1151 
2070, Sidney* B.C. VSLSSS]
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Christmas carols arranged 
in harmony were featured in 
the program sung by Sidney 
Prospective Chapter of Sweet 
Adelines at three engagements 
over the holiday season.
The chorus sang for an 
enthusiastic audience Dec. 6 at 




Page directed singers in Jingle 
Bells, Carol Medley and her 
own arrangement of Silver 
Bells. She was assisted by 
Joette Dumphy directing Oh 
Holy Night.
The quartet of Gayle Budd, 
Carol Fisher, Barbara Brown 
and Jean Newman sang a carol 
composed in barbershop 
harmony titled Christ Mas.
The Sidney chorus, along 
with Arbutus Chapter, were 
guests of the City of Gardens 
Chapter at St. Aidans Hall. 
Some 85 people in all enjoyed
an evening of carols and songs 
followed by refreshments.
And on Dec. 8 the chorus 
sang at the extended care unit 
of Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
and again Dec. 13 at 
Resthaven Lodge, where a 
member of the audience drew 
the winning ticket for a 
Christmas hamper.
Later that evening the 
chorus held its own Christmas 
party at the Peacock 
Restaurant. Hamper winner 
was Mrs. Olga Phillips, 1736 
Shearwater Terrace.
Saanich school board Monday 
night was treated to a half-hour 
report and slide show on the 
enrichment program introduced 
into district elementary schools 
last fall, but what trustee Joe 
Lott saw in it was sex 
discrimination.
All seven teachers in the 
programWere women, and so 
were the two board officials 
presenting the report.
Rubymay Parrott asked them to 
introduce themselves they wree 
said to be too shy.
Shyness didn’t seern, to be a 
problem for one young lad in
grade 2, however. When 
reference was made to a dinosaur 
exhibit he told everyone “the 
Slegasaurous is put together 
wrong.’’
Several of the students in the 
enrichment program were 
present, but when trustee
TED ROBINSON & FAMILY
SIDNEYHEAT WKET
WISH EVERYONE




As the B.C. Heart Foun­
dation’s annual February fund­
raising campaign draws nearer, 
the squeeze for volunteers on the 
peninsula grows tighter.
Area co-ordinator Lorea 
Kendall confesses she is desperate 
for both volunteer canvassers and 
area chairmen. “I especially need 
about 18 - 20 more area chair-
'■.men,” says;:. KendalL who will
:ultimately, be-respori^ble for .the ,
Who will take 
part'in the Feb, 14 - 20 door-to- 
door fund-raisingdrive.
*1
Kendall, who has jurisdiction
• over the “eastern’ ’ portion of the 
W?gmater Victoria area ^ Sidney,
Brentwood Bay, all of Saanich 
■ and Oak Bay — said, if possible,
' >she would like to line up more 
area; :;Chdirmeri; beforev the ■ riew 
yeW Basically ah area chairman ; 
has responsibility for eight to 10 
door-to-door canvassers, 
designating their areas for 
coverage, passing out the can­
vasser kits,, suggesting ways to
• approach the householder and 
collecting the donations.
Canvassers, who will be in 
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if year, are required to






their time; the area chairman S 
somewhat more. Anyone willing
to give up an evening or two of 
his .time is-asked to call Lorea ^ 
' Kendall • eitherVat the Victoria- ^ 
office of the B.C. Heart ®







> - , will involve 26,000 - volunteers S
' airhing to collect $2.3 million for
i , heart . research and' publicity
; : campaigns, related to heart
disease. The Greater Victoria 
goal is 10 per cent of that 





.^.-Ghristmas ^v,'.::GfeetingS':;-r tO;. 
everyone from the Peninsula ,. 
Community Association! The Mjf 
seven prograhis operating under 
J'-y'dllC.::;; ,.P, C.A.I:\,;.;:Umbrclla
homemakers, volunteer services, B 
youth programs (STAG), special w 
services to children, community ^ Bl 
counselling centre, Penin.sula Old K;’I 
and New Shop, and the Peninsula ili J 
Employment Centre, and the 
hundreds of volunteers who 
guide, man, and support their ^ " 
various activities, join in ex- |p] 
pressing their appreciation to the fe'l 
community for the co-pperatipiv; kI 
and support received during the W 
past ;ycarjf Jp
It’s been a time of tremendous iSlJ si irAKOO
change and progre.ss, all in the
cause of better service, to the, 
community. ■'
Special projects such as 
participation in the Spirit of 
Christmas campaign adds a very 
caring dimension to the on-going ||| 
services I mttginc ■., uhC' '..''pleasure, ',;■■■ .■, |||' 
given to the many;.'volunteers11 
associated wltlvSanta’s Toy Shop * 
as recipients,' gratefully,'expressed 
‘'There Nvouldn’i have been any 
j = Christmas for us if it hadn’t ,b,eeiv'': |||
for you” and the “you” was, 
meant for everyone in tlie 
community who contributed 































,1 ;,.',:fyi,.'y.':,:yi::drivc.'for;..'Toys,money, ..''.And:.''-' 
',,hampei|',material. .y'.'ytii. ^;‘!
Watch The Review for fiiiiher 
details but community support 
wa.i uul^l.mdluii. Tliauk >ou 
everyone!
' A new brochure is now out 




seven icrviccs* Do pick one up at 
fll'ee:"'
pwlfl
t lie'fof f ice: ''''located - ^ at:, ,9788,*2nd^ 
“"'""Street,:: 'ilic::“PON ':Sliopr::or f the il
M'''"
